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.. ECHANGES ET MOIJVEl1ENT Bl1 Box 91 , LONDON WC 1 N 3 XX ,United Kingdom 

======================================================================= 
This ·issue n' 59 must take place after the issue n•ss and is the 
missing link in the English edition; it · is the translation of an 
article on the Ford strike published in French two years ago ,We have 
added some complements to put this translation up to date 

STRIKES IN THE CAR INDUSTRY I9S7-I990, 
Internationalisation 
of Capital , of Industrial Relations and of Class Struggle, .---- ··-------1. 

A WEALTH OF CONTRADICTIONS 

After the long miners strike Cmarch 84-march 85 )(1) ,after the equally 
long fight around Wappin,1 during the struggle with the press group 
Murdoch-News International-(2) C janvier 86-janvier 87 ) , f inanc ial 
capital found the same conservative clan winning the elections again 
( june 87) : it could hope to have the free tiand it had already had 
foi• eight years to eliminate what it h,,ught to be the last ·traces of 
the 'English disease ',(3) 

End of sumn1er 87 brought a cold wind on this triomphalism:a sl,,111 
rebirth of strikes , even of wildcat strikes and some big cont l ic ts 
during the winter 87-88 pushed the 111ildcat strikes ghàst out of the 
----------------------------------- 
(l)on the nliners'strike :'To the bitter end 'Grève des mineurs en 
Grande BretagneCmars 84-mars 85 )'-H.Simon -Acratie (in French) and 
articles in most of the Echanges issues between n• 40 and 50 
(2)see all issues of Echanges in 86 ans S7 , the collection of Picket 
and the pamphlet Paper Boy (review in Echanges n• 53) 
(3)Lutte d~ classe autonome en Grande Bretagne -C.BrendeJ-Echanges 
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cupboard ,The Ford strike filled the papers with recollections of the 
'winter of discontent '(78-79 ) when a Ford strike broke the dam. 
erected for years to stop the autonomous movement of struggle,The: 
overflow of strikes swept away the Labour-Trade Union partnership ;to · 
date ·it has not yet fully recovered its credibility about its ability ~ 
to manage the capitalist society i e to dominate workers through: 
methods other than a strict State control on wages .Nobody tried to \ 
recall that· in 1972-74 a conservative govjrnment -Heath's - was swept · 
away all the same and·with him the lndustrial Relation Act supposed all. 
the same to stop wildcat strikes.Yet , present class struggle -a· 
widespread general strike similar to the Ford or the dockers or miners 
strikes in the past or any other more insidious form of struggle- could 
~lace the Thatcher government in the same situation, 

The For~ strike, officially begins on the 8th february 88 and ends on 
the 21st wi th some management concessions(enough for the unions to 
c'iair11 a 'victory '): oiost of the restructuring in labour relations 
we1•e maintained. This strike was far from the 1978 Ford strike,Then 
wages were the focus point; the Labour government tried desperately to 
limit their increase imposing a minimum in what was called the "social 
pact' negociated with the Trade lJnion,For the first time wages were 
linked closely to productivity : the low ceiling of wage rise could be 
overtaken only if the productivity was increased. The united struggle 
spreading all around Ford was the reaction against this pressure on 
wages and consequently for years a lower standard of living.The strike 
was immediately a political strike not because the wo~kers were against 
the government, but their strike on wages was agaigst the policy aimed 
at the salvat ion of English indust r i a) capital:the direct management 
of essential industrial branches and. the strict control of the price of 
labour commodity were the credo of the Labour Party and of the Trade 
lJnion, 

The conser vat ive ·governments with Thatcher have follQwed the same 
policy since 1979 though with a different method and pushing ahead the. 
intei·ests cf international capital rather than of p1·operly British 
capital .Gettin·~ rid of all kinds ,:,f industrial pMtectit,nism, leaving 
the se c a l led rnternational 'oiarket laws' playing 111ithout restriction 
aimed only to bring pressure on the workers to oblige them to bending 
front of an increased exploitation (reduced wages and intensification 
of work ) and then attempting to increase the rate of profit , 
'Privatisations' and North Sea oil brought money for the State and so 
allowed a diminution •:>f the tax pressure on f irms directly increasing 
profits.Ail that was completed by new industrial laws aimed at allowing 
"'the same 'market laws' to play out their functions on the 'labour 
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So the comment incriminates the 'British 11ork culture ' adding that 
this situaticin was not at all unique in the UK and not limited to the 
construction industry ,To come back to the car industry it ,was 
revealed in october 1990 that Jaguar Ctaken over by Ford at the end of 
1989 ) was seeking to reform this 'shop floor culture ',Some examples 
were given , for instance that the employees stopped work after they 
had produced the specified number of cars in a day ',Ford's proposals 
for Jaguar were exactly the same it tried unsuccessfully to implement 
in the 1988 agreement and again in the 1990 agreement : removal of Job 
and union demarcations, take on individual responsibility for quality 
by seeking out and repairing faults, reduce unofficial work stoppages 
, , .If we consider that Jaguar vas part of the Leyland empire which vas 
subjec t about eight years ago te a drast i c res truc tur i nq wi th a 
strong manager Edwards ,we can ,~et some idea of the success of 
restructuring and of the size of class struggle in the UK .Considering 
the Jaguar -Ford proposals , a line worker judged them 'totally 
unreasonable' adding that 'Inspection is the job of inspectors , Mi 
us ; our job is to fit components'. 

• 

The conclusion about working practices can again be given to Ford.In a 
repor t leaked in June 901 Ford nianagement is highly critical tJf the 
performance in the past decade in Oagenham (supposed in 79 to have a 
better 'work culture' than.Halewood ):'By the late 801s Oagenham had 
become unreliable and at tin1es almost out of c,Jntrol .tont tnuous 
labour disruption , poor quality and adverse cast performances .. ,",So 
class struggle is still at work with more or less the sanie f orns as 
ten years ago and it has without doubt contributed a lot to the 
present state of affair of the British capitalism . It raises all the 
same the quas t ion of a poli tical change to try to iml)•Jse on the 
workers at first a new limitation of wage rise and , again with tne 
pressure of unemployn1ent ,a new screwin,3 on 'w,nkin,3 practices ',No 
doubt that ,if the government and capital try to go that way at once 
as apparently they prcc la ie it I stru,nles will net stay at the ra11k 
and file and factory level but will take a more general stance with 
political consequences , 

H,S, 10/88 and 10/90 
(the compleme~ts to the original text were written before the fall of 
Thatcher,whiih of course could be directly related to the situation we 
have described; it 11ill be the subject of another text) 
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IS THE UNITED KINGDOM A DIFFERENT COUNTRY? 

In I979 an industrial relations officer discussing Hafewood could 
declare _that this place near Liverpool 111as 'a different country 
pooulated by cowbo_ys,,, a k ind of underdeveloped area , a part of 
Britain left behind in the second industrial revolution,,, Workers 
had lower material aspirations than their colleagues in Dagenham and 
rnucr1 hi,1her preference for leisure ', But was this true only for the 
Liverpool district? Was it not the same , with differences of course 
ail over the U K? 
According to another manager in the same Ford factory at Halewood, 
ten yeaPs later ' Halewood is a lot healthier than it was but it is 
still ML comp1etely fit ... labour at Halewood has not lost its 
ab1lity lo enter inta conflict with the employers , ,," 

In aar ch 30 a stu,jy concerning the building industry could give an 
ans~er ta both questions : 
-what are exactly these working practices which some sociologists also 
ca l l 'vork culture'? 
-ar e they 1 ini ted to s•Jme spec if ic branches of industry or to some 
loc a l l sat ions ? 
An An1er ic an bui l dinq fi rm managed the construction of ho almost 
ideniical plants for Eastman Kodak in Workinjjton (Wales) and in 
Columbia (Sovth Cal'olina >.The pi•oductivity in the American site 111as 
421 higher than that of the UK counterparts even if by British 
st andards , the Workington job was one of the best according to a 
rna11a9e;• : 'ii:ela.tions with the union 111ere excellent,, ,we have very fel/l 
1ndustr1al relations problems and quality of work was excellent ... ' 
'The IJS WOl'kers .were vidu.ally i.rnrking bell te bell,, ,Few people were 
seen to be st andinq arcund aimlessl'f ,lfathing was lost at meal •H 
break i:.imes, Tnei·e were M coffee breaks , a drink vhen needed being 
takan at the wQrkface .Lunch was taken during the half an heur break 
ai any sui t.abie rasting place , . , ' 
18r1tis~ eMoloyees . , ,lQst time at start and finish times and morning 
t ea 311,:1 lunch break, .. ,90% of the da·, 111as spent on productive activity 
in the US , E-0% in the UK., .~lelders for example went on strike for 
e19ht davs at ~•Hkingt,:rn afte1• one of their colleagues was given a 
f mal warninq for threatening behaviour to a superviser , , . 
Unit labowr costs were more or less the same on both sites in the US 
and UK and there was nQ sig111ficant differences in working time. 

·' 
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market ',Mainly workers were prevented from using their class 
solidarity and the 111ildcat strikes so they coule M longer disturb a 
capitalist organisation forcibly engaged fighting a fierce 
international competition,These laws did not aim to break union 
powers, as the political and union left pretended ,but on the contrary 
to reinforce them as organisation ruling the labour force.They 111ere 
practically compelled to impose on their members and on all 111orkers in 
general a discipline conforming to the present interests of the firms, 
i e the policy chosen at that very moment to try to increase the rate 
of profit.In cther 111ords • the Trade Union became a t•lol to directly 
repress the rank and file movement: the miners strike and the ·battle 
a round Wapping had shown that i t was not that easy for the unions to 
use this new pover but , with time it was working,Capital could 
believe that new fields were open with hope of an increased 
profitability . Yet it was clear that these 'victories' did not draw a 
pattern for the future and that class struggle could at any moment pull 
do111n a fragilely built structure,, 

The opening of the English market of capital and cûmmodities to 
international world capital had in1n1ediately produced some effects :a 
spectacular jump of unemployment <one million more for only 1980) and 
a much l•l111er inflation 111hen 10111 prices of t.he 111orld market 
prevailed,The pressure of unemployment and consuaer price stabiliiy 
allowed the lowering of labour cost,f1,:He than ever , wage r ises were 
linked to productivity increase but in a different 111ay :formerly it was 
a government policy 111ith the central control of wage rise ; now everv 
company 111as given the tools to impose such a policy at its own 
level.11anagement had ever more 'liberty' to be even more strict in 
pushing the balance of struggle towards its own side,The miners'strike 
and the conflict with the London press unions were good examples of the 
use of this 'freedom' 

The governement has moved the conflict between capital and labour onto 
the 'f ree mar~:et'. The advantage for cap1 tal and the g,:ivernn1ent was 
evident considering the forms of the class struggle .For a time thev 
were not exposed to a general action opposed to a national 1/lage oolicy 
but to separate conflicts arising from separate firms ,even fr,:im one 
factoi·y as in Leyland or one pit as with British Cca l ,A str ike wave 
was almost axc luded since the workers interests were not dealt with 
nationally nor even according to the branch of industry but at firm or 
even factory level: capital could even reinforce this peculiarity by 
usin•J jui·idical loophcres as did Murdoch in the conflict 1//ith News 
International.The new laws.forbidding solidarity strikes were commonly 
considered the main cause of the failure to spread the local or branch 
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conflicts :no law has ever prevented a strike from extending when the 
co~ditions exist for such extension;it was not this law which prevented 
solidarity strikes but the new economit struci~res that capitalism and 
technical evolution imposed on firms for pressing ahead in world 
c,)mpetit.ion,Every production unit had to be considered as a separate 
unit even if it belongs to a firm with a lot of similar units in the 
same country o~ in the world,The new law was the consequence and the 
protection of this new situation and helped to reinforce these factory 
particularisms,A wave of strikes brought about by a strong real 
solidarity could only be supporte,j by the powerful unity of a common. 
imrnediate interest :such a situation does not exist presently , not 
because of the efficiency of the legal system but because the evolution 
of the restructuring of ail industries has not reproduced the 
conditions for such a unity,Another consequence of this evolution was 
to enlarge· the ,~ap between the social movement and the political and 
union movement which becomes more or less obsolete, 
In such a· complex situation every strike could appear is,)lated in a 
peculiar context because it has to deal with the specific situation of 
each factory even when looking for wage increase, this increase being 
always linked to the local specific improvement of productivity 
,Everywhere in every industry a con1mon effort asociales managers and 
union leaders in finding the specific peculiar criteria to adapt the 
labour relations to the new production techniques and to international 
ciJmpetition ,For a time , this policy , strongly helped by the 
internat iona l economic batkqround allowed all leaders te claim 
suc cesses, ihe 23 apr : 1 1987, the Employn1ent Secretary explaine,j at a 

. CBi meeting that U K had corne inti) a new éra of good labour 
relationship.To sanction his words , he could effectively quote a lot 
of example : for instance Vauxhall (General Motors) where the time lost 
in strike h3d fallen from 27i of working time in 1976 to It in 1986 . 

THE REiURN OF THE ENGLISH OISEASE:again wildcat strikes in numbers. 

More than the startina point of a wave of strikes , the Ford strike in 
19:33 ha's t,o be seen as the piling up of quite a few different elements 
developing separately 01· mixed up throughout the previous year in a 
number of canflicts not only in the car industry but in other branches 
too.These elements can be related to two main points which are at the 
center of the Fard strike: 
-a new dynamics t o keep on with the profits in high internatit:mal 
-competition.The opening of the borders to international trade had 
accele1·ated a pror.ess already more advanced than in other european 

.. 
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This fundamental question of productivity is closely linked with what 
the management calls 'working practices ' and eas years ago at the 
center of the discussions about the 'English disease'. The following 
charts casts more 1 ight upon the core of the prob lem of British 
productivity, 
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But this question of an increase of wages higher than the inflation 
rate is only part of the problem ,If we consider the following chart 
•Jiving labour c,:ists in the nctor industry In the main car producing 
countries, we can see the the highest labour costs corresponds to the 
highest productivity,Ford can again give an exaMple : a study carried 
out at Ford in Cologne shows that cars are cheaper for the-company to 
pMduce in Germany than in France 01· Britain despite considerably 
lower wagjs in those two countries, · 

Motor industry labour costs 

~ross hourly wage in 1988 (D-Mark•) . 
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countries ,What is called here 'the Nissan factor ' C not only in the 
car industry ) brings ta the f,,refront consequences which wi 11 be 
determinant in future struggles ,On one hand the creation of only one 
k iad of proletarian t.1orker with the disappearance of all demarcati,:>ns 
between unskilled , semi skilled , professional , technicians and even 
white collars and of low management;on the other ~and a modernisation 
of the union structures not because of the diappearance of the 
professional unions but because of the new function of a modern union 
exactly adapted to the need of a modern factory and to its economical 
and technical dynaroics , 
-the internationalisation of the problems not because Ford is a 
multinational but because niodern capital is international and can 
deplace its site of exploitation ta where the prospects of profit are 
better:the firm strategy is elaborated accordin11 ta qui te a few · 
elements always mobile , aniong them on one hand the fii~ht with the 
other capitalist groups (sometimes identified with State conflictsl and 
the currencies movement, on the other hand the class struggle , 

We can get an example of what has just been written by considering only 
the car ~nd car components industry .In january 1987 a conflict broke 
out at the Caterpillar factory in IJddington near Glasgow in 
Scotland,This multinational has suddenly declared the factory will be 
closed soon ,some months only aftei• having anounced a plan for the 
extension of this factory ,lt is , they say , part of a world 
restructuring of the group: its 1,200 workers will be made redundant, 
buildings will be sold and the machinery , all the çocds w1ll be 
transfered to other european factories .Immediately , the workers 
,:iccupy the factory t.,, black the transfer :at the end M ma.l'ch , tney 
are 800 invo lvsd in this sit in , the white collars having accepted 
their redundancy Mney,To sh,,w what their fight aims at, thev oush 
ahead the building up of a symbolic 'white t1•actor ' for a ,jevel,:>pinq 
counti•y,They have te fight hard against the oppos it ion ,:>f the umon 
national bureaucracy:against a cour t iniunc t ion they dec ide with a 
small maJority ta go ahead with the sit-in till the end of april,Then a 
AEU bureaucrat Jimmy Airlie C ex-member of the CP and famous for having 
hroken in 1971 the Clyde shipyard strike with a 'w,J1'k in ') 
persuades them to leave the factory on the fake promise of some obscure 
and unreliable proxy ta buy the factory; some months later it is closed 
for ever ,lrJhat will appear in this strike, we shall find in oiher 
struggles: the up to the end resistance in a w1l,jcat str ike with 
strong financial Ioca l support(l.S.000 to 20.000 f will be collected 
each week>; nevertheless a complete isolation of the str1ke. the 
uncertainties about the activity of a multinational able to chan~e 1ts 
mind suddenly and t o novs elsewhere even when a hich rate ,::;f.fb:l:'d. 
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capital is involved , the support of the unions in getting the workers 
to accept this situation , 

The 23 april 1987 , at the Luton Vauxhall factory"( 6M) 48 ti1elders stop I 
work on a question of bonus :2,500 1//orkers are sent home, In may and 
june a riuoiber of small strikes on this question of bonus follows theli 
transfer of the van assembly line from Bedford -Luton in a joint!1 

ventu,·e with \he japanese lsuzu:a general strike breaks up the 16/IOj 
which ends the 29 with.some concessions ,The follo111ing 11 november,i 
4,400 w,:irkers are going on strike at Ellesmere Port near Liverpool! 
still on ihe bonus and another ti1ildcat strike burst out at Luton in the! 
part distribution center:600 ti1orkers ti1ere on strike for 24 hours . 

': 
In _Coventry -.Jaguar factory , the 17 august , 60 f,:,rklift drivers' 
stopped work in solidarity with one of them suspended 24 hours for a'. 
professional mistake:I,200 have to be laid off.The Rover factories are~ 
plagued frM the very beginning of october with a lot of conflicts :/ 
the.9, 150 begin a wildcat strike against the sacking of a shop steward~ 
of the Longbridge fac tory ( near Birmingham), for a very short timef 
because the management gives in ,The 16 november, 3,500 in wildcat~ 
.;tl'ike aqamst a proposal to change retirement financing; similar' 
stl'ikes blocked some suppliers among them Lucas ,The 15 january, 19i. 
night shift drivers carrying parts to the other factories in the group! 1 
go on strike to oppose a proposal to remove part of their ti1ork by rail;, 
SO·day shift workers folloti1 them; Cowley and Longbridge lay off 1//orkers) 
for three days when an agreement ends the conflict , ' 

The Ford strike breaks up at this very moment;i1.s size (42,000'. 
emoloyees in -13 factories, 1.St of all car w,:,rkers )pushes all these 
creeping sirikes into the background ; tney wi 11 not stop and wi 11 relay 
this central conflict when it is settled. 

HOW TO CHOOSE A POLICY? 
to rationalise the labour management structures? 

33,000 out fo 42,000 Ford employees are workers,Ford is the second car 
builder in the IJK but one of the first european ones: in its UK 
fac tor Ies work about I/3 of i ts european workers, but the UK i s i ts. 
chief market supplied for a large part with imported cars.Most of its[ 
UK factories are still unionised with what remains from the old'. 
professional unions:21,000 unskilled workers are aff iliated to T & at 
most of the professional are AEU members but all the electricians ar~ 
affiliated to EETPU.The Ford 'blue book ' 'recognise' 8 unions for alt 

l 
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'In spite of a decade of legislation intended to make the labour 
market more flexible , in spite of the fall in the number of 
traditional Male jobs in manufacturing industry, the Ford pay talks 
have retained their old mystique', 
During the winter of discontent (1978-1979 )the class struggle had 
swept away the labour wage policy in a movement unified by the attempt 
at a national control of wage -rises,The subsequent conservative 
government taking the lesson of this disastrous period for British 
capitalism tried the opposite policy with the credo of .non 
intervention in the wage agreements which had te be di scussad at 
factory level ,The décentralisation of pay bargaining has long been a 
favourite theme of the government campaign to ensure that wages were 
more responsive to the labour market , The result was effectively an 
apparent division of class struggle as the workers had to fight 
locally and separately at factory or cornpany lèvel,But on the other 
hand , it was more difficult to keep a lid on wage inflation and to 
avoid a copy cat effect,So the new policy worked for a short time when 
redundanc ies or threa t of them were used as a pressure to ob l i•Je 
w,:irkers to ac cept lower wage ri ses, But qui ck ly , a 11 the agreements 
brought the rate of wage rise above the rate of inflation and the lack 
of skilled workers ( and even unskilled) 1 linked to the consequences 
,:,f the other restrictive aspects of governmnt policy,obliged most 
companies to give, even without open fight, individual or collective 
supplementary wages rises simply to keep their factory or office going 

Between 1979 and 1988 real earnings in the UK rose by 28% more than 
double the increase in Japan , West 6ermany or France ,The 
manufacturing 's share of fixed capital iormation fell from an already 
low share of 18% in 1979 to a mere 13t in 1988 even with an output per 
man rising at close St a year from 1981 .The wage increase was supposed 
according the governement policy t,:i be financed by an increased 
productivity : at the end of 1989 , the rate of manufacturing 
productivity increase slowed to 3): when the wage increase was about 
ID% , In october 89 a comnient stated that ' the bulk cf the increase 
income generated by higher productivity has accrued not to profits but 
to those lucky enough to remain employed whereupon it was promptly 
spent' ,This was a c lsar recognition of the balance of struggle with 
the workers having ta~:en during this period any opportunity to gel 
more money from their work even though they were subject to a lot of 
external and internal pressures and most of the time did not fight in 
open struggles for better wages , 



To consider only this par icd autumn-111inter 87-88 , ·qui te a lot of 
small or more extensive conflicts brought us proof that Ford 111as not 
an isolated case in the car industry ,All the British car builders 
were c,,ncerned by the same kind of rank and file resistances and 
claims ,The following report of small strikes may perhaps seems 
insi,311ificant but ,3ives the measure of what other general reports 
would confirm later : 
- On october. 6 1987 Jaguar try to transfer one worker from one 
orûctuction line to another: 3,500 workers walked out at Coventry.The: 
trn,s·ier is immediately called off . • 
-On november 6 r,a1 Vauxhall (General Motors >tried to introduce what i 
has failed at Ford :individual bonus with a system called 'individual 
estimate on si>: aonths acccrdinq to performance ',Strikes broke out: 
which brought an-agreement on january 7 1988 on wages (between li and 
141 land some changes in ~orking practices; but on january 18 , 800 
alec tr ic ians are on strike in defence of a shop steward sacked for: 
havinq used a phocopying machine without pérmission ; 2,000 are laid 
off and an agreement on reinstatement ends the strike 
-Land Rover has discussion about wages from the beginning of february 
88;some wildcat strikes are on when it is offered a two year deal with 
141 :the strike is total from february 2 and a journalist could write 
on february 20 : ' The sin1plicity of the strike is alarming : it is a 
situation in which workers see their company getting more profit and 
askin•J for a share of i t ' , The strike lasts five weeks and ends with 
a 79'/. v,,te of acceptance of some cosmetic changes above the iniÙal 
oroposals,Though 1t is not said, we can ascertain that the strike was 
the expression of a strong rank and file power whic~·will not end with 
the stl'ike , 
-On march 7 1988 a 12 day strike of 700 workers cripples the Renault 
üunstable truck plant : they resume work 111ith 14% over two years and 
38 heur week, 
We could go ahead with more exa,ple all through 88, 89 and 90 in the 
car factories,We think it better to turn now to a more general view of 
the conseauences of th1s class struggle in the car industry and in the 
British economy as a whole 

' 
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the Ford staff.The 13 Ford factories depend for their general working 
conditions on a Joint National Negociating Committee<NJNC>,an official 
negociating committee in which 12 unions have their 
representatives. This commi ttee settled by Ford and agreed by unions 
interests both :for the management it is a unique place to discuss 
everything but with the inconvenience of unifying the struggles in all 
the English factories; for the unions it gives power t o the top 
bureau~racy on the local unions mainly in the control of struggles at 
national level(drowning the local wildcat struggles in controled 
general token movements) but with the inconvience ,)f dividing power 
conflicts between union bureaucracies and of wildcat local conflicts,On 
the other hand in a quickly transforming industry, such a committee is 
a brake to rationalising the labour management structures. 

26~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 
THE OTHER CAR FACTORJES HAD THE SAME PROBLEMS AS FORD 

The 9 october 1987 , Ford Motor US unveils an agreement with the only 
AEU union for the control of workers to be engaged in a new factory Lo 
be built in two years at Dundee < Scotland > to make electronic 
components for Ford Europe.This new factory would be managed directly 
from Detroit and will escape the cont ro l ,,f Ford Europe and of the 
unions involved in its factories , especially of Ford UK and UK 
unions,Openly , Ford follows the way already traced b'f the japanese 
firms ( Hitachi in Wales ,Nissan near Newcastle ),With this examole and 

. certainly more to corne , Ford could escape the complex and out of date 
situation of industrial relations in the other U K factories, 111hich for 
a lot of reasons, primarily class struggle, could not be removed from 
t,)day to tomorrow ,This ne111 factory with a new juridical s i tuat tcn 
(what Murdoch used in Wapping ) opens the road ,The moment it was put 
on the table i t was chosen wi thout doubt as a mas ter card in the 
discussions to be opened for the renewal of the agreement covering all 
the UK Ford factories 

THE REAL EARNI~GS ALWAYS ABDVE INFLATION 
A GOVERNMENT POWERLESS TO CONTROL WAGES RISES 

The 29 oc tober Ford puts forward its pr,,p,)sa l s foi· the t111,, vea r 
contract ending last day of november 
-a three year contract 
-4,2.S "% irme on the basic wa,3e every year which could be revised 
according to inflation. 
-no demarcation lines between jobs: every professional could be posted 
anywhere on the line even for unskilled work , 
- a revision of the wage system bringing progressively white and blue 
collars into the same simplified grid, 
-c',,mplete transfoi•mation of the foreman job which 111ill have only to 
coordinate between teams of production and look after the maintenance 
Qf machinery and bui ldin,1s on a larger scale ; though having control At the time ,:,f the ford creeping strikes ( february march 1990 ) , a 

comment underl1nes ; 
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over the leaders of the working teams ,they will no longer interfer 
directly in the production process 
-The workers , unskilled and professionals will be organised in teams 
in which they could be affected to any job (production and 
maintenance);-these workteams vi l I work lfith 'the supervision of a 'team 
leader 'appointed according to his 'qualifications':this 'leader' will 
decide on the organisation , the distribution of 1//orkload ,on the 
supplying of the line and on the control of production (mainly of the 
quality >; he will receive 101 over his basic wage, 
-Groups of discussion ,1athering together white and blue collars will 
drscuss quality at every level of product ion , 
-a pool 9f workers will provide immediate replacement for any missing 
1//•)rker ( t,)tal fle:dbility ) 
-r~cruitmnt _ of ancillary workers ,which appears more the 
officialisation of a practice when workers ask for the total 
suppression of this category. 

For the Ford workers,these two proposals for the new Dundee factory and 
for all the other UK factories ,contain big differences,The new workers 
engaged for Dundee will have no choice other than to wear the ready 
made suit eut by Ford US ànd AEU;the workers of Ford UK have still the 
choice to vote or not for the new proposals and in doing so will retain 
a certain power in the discussion of their conditions of work ,In fact, 
-~he difference is net as ,31·eat as it appeàrs :in -the new fac tory , 
1,1/0rkers w i l l al eavs have this power even if it is not '•)fficially ' 
rec,),3nised ; in the o lc system , the l/i1orkers don't have the possibility 
of rejecting the main core of the new proposais and the deep 
transformation of the il' rondi tians ,)f vork , even if they succeed in 
preserving part of the 'advantages' they have kept till now: for both, 
it will be the baiahce of struggle which 111ill decide the new size of 
their - exploitation ,The unions are placed in a very different 
situation, Thtir real power is only the Dower coming from workers and 
fr,)m capital, as intermediary in the sale •Jf the labou1' power. Their 
structure and the content of their function is not the result of some 
idea l ist projection but the direct pr oduc t of the system itself and 
f irst ,,f the meth,,,js of production W•Hking in this system for the 
dam1nat1on and management of labour.The resistance to the 
transformations pr oposec by capital , Ford in our case , could come 
from the bureaucracy 1tself Cthreatened in its very existence) and from 

... 
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IA BACKGROUND OF SOCIAL DISSENT 

The 89-90 Ford strikes , though nota total strike and not at all the 
Iotonot ivs of a train of stl'ikes , eas perhaps even more signif icant 
than the previous ones of the class struggle in the U K: . 
-They followed a lot of strikes in other branches of industry, most of ; 
them wildcat strikes , about wages and working conditions . " 
-They were a cria l hrnge te the g,jverno1ent po 1 i cy of restraini ng wage: 
rises as were most of these other strikes . · 
-They were a succesful strong resistance to persistent atten1pts te 
eliminate or reduce what was euphemistically called 'working practices '· 

The Ford itrikes 87-88 and 89-90 happened against a background of·two: 
different ~inds of strikes: 
-Ionq strikes (Ferries mainly P & O -1988- see Echanges n•se ; Post. 
Office strike ,september 88,see Echanges n• 58 ; Health workers in 88-. 
89, see Echanges n°60 ; dockers ,summer 89 see Echanges n°62 ;ambulance 
rnen 89-91) ,see Echanges n°64) ,which more or less failed in their 
attempt to break a deadlock about wages or conditions of work but were 
nevertheiess highly significant of the combatiivity of British workers 
-creep1ng strikes in a mixture of wildcat and official strikes as in a 
series of tube and railways 24 hour strikes in the summer 89; quite a 
few rolling strikes fMm council and government employees , lightning 
str ikes at the BBC , ... etc, .. 

This si tuat ion has to be related to the engineering unions attempt to 
capitalise this rank and file discontent to bring fresh blood to the 
somewhat crippled unions ,A big union campaign was launchéd with the 
support of a national shop steward committee for a 35 hour week through 
all the engineering industry,12 target companf~s being selected for this 
action :s,:ime gave up before any action had taken place ; son1e ,:ithers 
aft,:r a few t.oken stnkes ;,:inly British Aerospace had t,J cope i,ith a 
long st r iks in sol'ing 90 beJore giving up , In fact the 3.S hour 111eek in 
most cases means , not really a shorter working week but the possibility 
of increased wages through more overtime ; Bill Jordan , president of 
AEU could declare that'shorter ·working week led to a resurgence in 
pMductivity ' 

The · charis oublished at the end of 87 ·~ive a clear insignt· 
into what was the main pi•e,JCcupation of British industry and ,:if the 
workers resistanc~s throughout the manufacturing industry 111hich 
oerforniances were described at the same moment as 'still very low by 
international standards ' 
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the power Ci e the 'advantages' ) threatened by the restructuring.The 
two Ford proposals are two different ways to get the same result of a 
greater efficiency in the management organisation of labour ,The 
tranfornation fo the supervisor function is on the same line as the 
introduction of the one union system :why 18 unions when there is only 
one category of workers, why supervisors when automatisation and 
workteams integrate most of the control func tions, The new nieth,jds of 
~ork mean a complete change in the role of the unions, 

So the Ford strike will shoi, two different aspects though linke,j by 
their causes:on one hand ,a violent conflict between the different 
unions i: more or less curtained by the strike i tself ) , on the other 
hand the fight of various professional cate,~•)ries ta preserve their 
situation , son1etin1e unified in the general strike , s,:>.metimes is,jlated 
in sec tor i al or local strikes .Of course , both aspects will see 
conflicts beheen the rank and file and the union bureaucràcy,We can 
compare such a situation with what appeared during the miners strike in 
84-85 ;an industrial union NUM divided into two currents .One current , 
the majority of NUM,supported by rank and file historical traditions and 
different conditions of e~:ploitation li:>oked like the ,:inly one dealing 
with class struggle ,An,:>ther current , the n1in,jrity lJDt1 playin,~ its 
'modernism ' in an apparently total collaboration with the management.Of 
course the reality was far more complicated. than this schemat1c 
description ,For the Dunde·e factory, a t r adi t iona l union AEU(which up to 
recent years 111as a prof ess ional un ion more or less shr i nk i ng out wi th 
the disappearance of professionals in metal work) opens Lhe way to a 
union evolution and nota "scab "union as UDM or a 'traitor ' union like 
EETPU in the Yapping conflict,The 'Dundee· operation ' had good 
godfathers: a Labour member , Laird working in the Scottish Development 
Agency and Jimmy Airlie , main neg,:iciator for AEU, famous foi· his 
interventions to's,:>lve industrial c>Jnflicts ' and menti,jned above when 
performing such a function in the Caterpillar closure;both went 
secretly te Detroit to negociate the deal with Ford US,A ten1oest of 
pratest shook the TUC and the Ford NJNC,To fully explain the situation, 
better to quote these two' m>Jdernists' 'words : 
Laird: "Hov to retain a multinational when the unions are Mt able of 
adopta comm>Jn line" 
Airlie :"lt is a major step for the unions" 
Murphy (leader of T & G union ) ;"lt is impossible to negociate with a 
firm which is legally eliminating you", 
It is not by chance that the two unions involved in this 'modernisation 
pro~ess' are the two professional unions EETPU and AEU: the elimination 
1Jf pri,f ess iona l s n1eans less members and the y have to poac h members 
elsewhere in order to maintain their p,Jwer ins ids the TiJC and Labou1· 
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Party; the members number means access to the top level bureaucracy of 
these organisations ;it is a matter of powet,All the rest is a problemr 
of 'circumstances , If EETPIJ has signed an agreement and a non-striker' 
clause with Hitachi in Wales and secretly recruited scabs for Wapping~ 
the lorry drivers of TNT ,subsidiary of News Interna.tional , all~ 
affiliated tQ T & G have built the Murdoch victory regularly crossing~ 

1• 
the picke-ts.But it is the same T & G- 111hich will wreck the Dundeet, I' 
ag1·eement because such an agreeement extended to all UK Ford factory; 
will deprive it of most of its members,On the other hand we can quote at 
japanese style agreement signed by the national leaders of five unions! 
including T & G and AEU the previous 6 july -and practically imposed' 
upon the workers against th shop stewards advice - for the GM Bedford'. 

· factory ; this agreement obtained through a closure blackmail went far'. 
further than Ford IJS new proposals , : 

'HOW CLASS STRIJGGLE FOLLOWS THE CAPITAL PROCESS 
'The pro61em is not to know if changes occured but if these changes had 
the needed size ' CFinancial Times l l /2/86 ) 

This quotati1J11 of a financial analyst on the present state of IJK 
capital could be valid for class struggle too,It is difficult to 
estimate what remains af the 'English disease ' after ten years of,. 
attempts to eradicate i t , To take Ford UK as an example we can ask if 
the manipulation of dubious figures are not only a way of conditioning 
w,nkers foi· thei1• acceptance of the proposed deep transformations of 
their workin•J conditions ,M,:>re and more the blac.I<mail about c losure to, 
impose 'sacrifices' on the workers is replaced by n1ore direct calls to. 
'support' the management in order to keep a certain level of profits for 
capital presented as the only way to invest and to keep Cor even ' 
increase) the level of employment , 

When Ford propûse this new contract end of october 1987 ,new figures are 
published t» give bad concience to the english workers :to build a 
Fiesta or ah Escort or a Sierra , it needs 65t more time in the UK than. 
in Germany,Ford UK factories would need 2,5 more time than the japanese · 
factol'ies to bui ld a similar car; Nissan would soon produce on its UK · 
lines cars including 550 $ of uniL work cost against 890$ average for 
Ford UK at Halewood for instance ,But on 11 february 88 when Lhe strike 
is g,:,ing to i ts end , a conf idential Ford Europe report unveils that in 
1987 For,j GB bui 1 t 28 cars per worker against 26 at Nissan and 64 
working hours were needed to build a car against 110 in 1980 ,All these' 
figures are not especially convincing because we never know if they deal~ 
with the same factors:the production cost ,if it is estimated in dollars. 
take in account the relative value of the currencies and the part of the 

' 
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The best way to describe the situation is to refer to sQme press 
articles: 
',,,Hitherto the industrial action has been confined chiefly tQ Halewood 
and an unofficial strike by 550 craftsmen , ... the impact cf the 
indef inite strike started yesterday by a.round 1600 could quickly be 
felt at several other of Ford's 21 UK plants and subsequently in 
significant parts of the rest of the conipany's European production 
network,,, ,Halewood vehicle assembly was hit and since January 16 no 
vehicle has been produced there,. ,On January 18 1990 , the dispute vas 
joined by maintenance craftraen at the Hale1,11ood transmission plant".,, The 
main ripple effect from Halewood has so far been seen at Southampton and 
at Genk <Belgium > •• ,with a further 3,000 w,,rkers laid off,, ,Yesterday 
all production of Ford ··s Sierra model at Genk was also 
stopped,, ,leading to the lay-off· of a further 7,000 workers.This 
stoppage was caused by earlier disruptions to the supply of engines from 
Dagenham caused by the rash of unofficial at t ions .. ,How quickly the 
strikes by electricians and some maintenance craftsmen will hit further 
Ford output is clearly impossible to predict, .. ' (extracts of Financial 
Times 6/2/90) 

The last vote was only for the electricians of the EETPU ;it decided on 
resumption of work amid C•Jmplete confusion in lll•Jst of the Ford UK 
factories,The attempt to clear the way forwards te the 'fle:<ible ' 
worker ended wi th the c,,mpany dumping i ts plans 't,, sweep away the 
demarcation lines ' and promising a review of the wages structure,Again 
the Ford workers had made the deraonstration : 
-of the strength of their rank and file power ; even if the 89-91) 
strikes were limited to skilled 111orkers ,the situation 111as similar to 
the 87-88 strikes when at the end the Ford workers imposed their 
agreement to any restructuring at the workshop level; the skilled 
workers action had the same consequence , 
-of the vulnerability of multinationals in the modern production process 
even if the international organisation was settled to prevent such 
bottlenecks;it was the major contradiction engineered by international 
competition ,the maximisati,Jn of profits bringin,~ more fra,1ility ,This 
tirae , in these creeping strikes 89-90 , it 1//as only a sraall number Qf 
workers 1//hich disrupted the european organisation and net a general 
strike in the IJK ; s,,mething to give a lot more confidence to the 
WQrkers . 
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TWO YEARS AFTER, AIJTUl1N 1989 ,NOT 11UCH HAS CHANGEO, 

Two y&ars after the 87-88 strike , the same contract has to be renewd 
and FQrd try to n1ake another step towards the unidimensional worker I the 
orecondi t icn for overcoming internat icna! corapetition,The 27110/89 1 

Fo1•,j of Ier s a·new tw,, year deal , 8% the f i r t: year and 7% the second one 
but as part of a package of deep tranformations at workshop 
level:special teams in some high-technology production areas, retraining 

·Qf electricians to work on electronics and above all the end of 
demarcation lines for electricians and engineers with the creation of a 
new multi-skilled craftsman ,It was the AIOSt important. point of the 
cropoaed agreement but the union claims insisted only on nges and a 
sbor tar working week (as part of their general campaign for a 35 heur 
week ) . - 

·ObOiousiy the offer aimed at consolidating the flexibility 
conceas ions .the reaction from the r ank and and file , mainly frorn the 
01•,:,fessiQnals eas very strong: on 1 november the maintenance workers 
ar s on illildcat st.r ikes in Halelf•:>od < 451) ) and Oagenham (1,301) ) , 
i31'id•Jend (200 the 8/11 ) , several hundreds at Southampton the 15/11: 
there are short walkouts over all the Ford factories against the 
erosion of differentials .On IO november ,Ford raises its offer : 9,5 % 
the first year and inflation+ 2.5 % the second year but with no effect, 

From this moment a period of great confusion begins_which will last up 
to mid march 1990 , even longer if we consider that the Iveco Ford truck 
f ac torv vas cr rcp led illi th a general ~,trike up to 6 june 1991), In this 
per iod the. unions or qani sed three votes to prevent a general strike 
without actually oreventing the spread of local strikes all through the 
winter 89-90.[n december 89, eoi rejects the second Ford offer and on 
24/1/90 59·x aqre,=d -with the 'final ' offer (10,2~ the first year , 
inflation+ 2.5 1 the second year) but this last vote supposed to bring 
full wo:iri<:ing back to the Ford factory instead broui1ht them to a 
standst1ll : skilled warkers , mainly members of AEU and EETPU stayed 
on strike sorne unofficially ,some officially, till the EETPIJ called off 
the electrician official strike : it was for months complete 
pandemonium which aga.in showed how vulnerable Ford's european operation 
could be to stoppages (and how wise Ford US was to have moved to Spain 
for its new electronic factory),The situation was similar to what 
haopened more than lS years ago when 30 professionals blocked the 
Leyland factories in a fight for differentials :old ghosts had come back 
ori the class struggle scene . 

-- ··--·--------- .. .. ----, 

1 1 
work fro:>m subsidiaries is not given,Nissan is only a line w,,rking with 
imported parts ,The same report notes that the quality of cars built in 
Oagenham is in1proving (which it is said would means 'a change in the 
worker attitude to work ') though adding immediately that 'a lot remains 
to do ' and that 'Ford UK tries to develop a mutual confidence and a 
close collaboration towards a common aim ' , 

Among the industrialised countries , the UK is the only one to have in 
1987 a level of industrial production still 2,50 X 1,,wer than the 197~3 
level and the only one where the productivity level even improved is far 
lower than the level in other industrialised countries,In the car 
industry if we Lake the 100 basis for 1980, production has dropped by 
151, employment is 30i lower and productivity has increased by 25 ~;all 
these figures , taking into account the technical investments in new 
machinery, don't add up to an improvement in the 'working practices' ,If 
we ccns ider that durin,~ the same period in this same industry , the days 
lost for strikes has dropped from 5 millions a year to 500,000 , we can 
question the real meaning of what was called in the 80's 'the illorkshop 
revo lut ion' with the drastic measures taken by government an,j 
management. 

To Lake Ford UK as an example1 we must go beyond the open conflicts,the 
str ikes to understand that Ford workers had not wai ted the unvei lin,~ of 
these projects Canyway they already knew them vaguely in the summer )to 
try to stop or to break this endless spiral which is the transfQrmation 
of the conditions of work linked ta the tranformations of the production 
techni,~ues ,Already in 1985 the union had agret'!d and iaposed to the 
workers a complete review of the wage grid from 550 differentials ta 52 
Cbefore the strike this number had dropped to 15) and had official1sed 
the fle:<ibility for the unskilled w,,rkers and the polyvalency for the 
professionals in the maintenance work ,In order to eliminate the 
protess icnats from the line , the unski l Ied workers c,Juld follo111 a 
1·etraining aio1ing at increasing their 'm,:>bility'; net a real f or aat ion 
but a tricky attempt : in three days, a worker was supposed ta get some 
expertise in welding and become some kind of universal worker :engineer, 
welder and plumber.A Ford worker explained what it means : 'Every I02 
seconds , a car is coming and you have to screw something on it.Between 
tw,J cars , you have to clean , to prepare your tco ls , to supply the 
parts, to check the defects and the quality,If , by chance , vou have 
nothing to do on the line, you are moved where there is some work for 
,you , any kind of work,lt was a total change ,Formerly we could get some 
time but now you are busy all the time and ail that to bring home 115 f 
a week . , . , ' . 
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The Ford UK 111orkers obl iged to follo111 the agreement signed by the· 
unions, had to return to the old methods of struggle , the same ones'. 
included in the 'English disease ': ~ 
-the turn over: a worker engaged ho years ago explains : 'we leave as 1 
soon as possible for another job,! am the only one still in out of six~ 
111ho were engaged i;ith r,e, after hard selection among hundreds oL 
candidates because I was married so expected to be i;ise and well-f 
behaved,' The same·added :' I came in with c'onserva-tive ideas but[ 
working in such a place turns you into a militant worker '. ! 
-absenteeism has risen recently up to 151 ,at such a rate some days thati 
the fac tory can' t f ill its produc t icn plans; we can unserstand the/: 
project of a pool of replacement workers , ( 
-the qcality ;when F,Hd insists on this point it is not only to cope\ 
with japanese C•Jmpetition; it is intended against sabotage practices;. 
a wi::irker insistin,~ on this point explains the double face of the Ford' 
declaration .O~ one hand it uses the 'quality circles ' as a publicityl 
carrier.On the other hand it aims to reduce the rate of rejected carsi 
111hich can be so high that 01arket needs oblige Ford to sell cars 111ith; 
defects to maintain its profits , · 
-var ious undergroun,j resistance mainly from the professi•Jnals,They see 
in the proposals the continuaion of a general movement aiming at their: 
elimination.It is Mt a matter of wages but more a question 111orking' 
time(the limitati,,n ,Jf their m,Jvement inside the factory with their· 
affectation to a strict location on the production line) and the lost 
of their professional identity. '5 years of badly paid training to end: 
up on the line under the control of an unskilled worker', summed up a: 
~agenham professional.Such a situation will generate a lot.of individual: 
and collective, underground and open conflicts . 

FORD OF EUROPE 
vehlcle• per employee 

Plant 1988 

Dagenham 
HalewooC, 

li Southampton 
Genk .· 

1 Cologne · 

1 
Saarlouls 
Valencia 

22 
29 
23 
34 
34 
42 
38 

j Source: Ford ln18rnal management report (1889) 
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and has been more or less concealed 
struggles'open aspects , 

2 1 
by consideration of the 

The february 88 Ford strike had not apparently had the sanie consequence 
as the devastating october 78 Ford strike had had on a Labour government 
policy ,Neverthéless it reveals th~ failure of English capital and of 
a conservative government to bring unions to the esssential point of 

- being a disciplinary force over the workers , 

In a certain way , though with a different approach ,the union$ 
positions in the car factories can be compared ta the union piuralism in 
France ,Italy or Spain , ,Rationalising and retructuring has the same 
consequence for all organisations .managing the labour force ,Old 
structures are obsolete machinery or work organisation alike.The crisis 
of the syndicalist movement is raising both sides of their ambigu,:,us 
position: one foot with the rnana,~eroent , one foot with the workers , 

The Dundee affair is highly revealing of this uncomfortable and 
unescapable position ,Unions are unable to follow the need of capitalism 
because of the imposibility of overcoming their own structure and 
ideology,which is , on the other hand still a big part of their required 
basis among the workers . Even though some top unions bureaucrats and 
Scottish officials went to Detroit to plead for the Dundee cause ,they 
failed to bring about a change of mind in US Ford managers.On one hand 
it is significant to see n workers " organisations behaving like pimps 
to sell some hundreds of workers to a multinational which will Lake its 
decision as much according to the currencies rate as according to the 
straight jacket proposed by these bureacrats for the workers.On the 
other hand,we can be surprised that commotion in the English oolit1cal 
and syndicalist i;orld can erupt from rather a miner question. 

Apparently the problem arises only with the out of date UK union 
structures : but actually , the essential and everlasting problem 
behind this screen is the class struggle,In march 88 it was evident 
that Ford was abandoning the Dundee project because of the opposition to 
ons only union ,Later , in september , Ford annouces this electronic 
factory to be built in Spain at Cadiz where the management could work 
with only one organism -the workers council Ceven composed of different 
unions delegates );more or less openly US Ford manageMent said that the 
1988 UK Ford strike and the incertitu,je about the unions tarning the 
english workers were the main considerations in their decision . 
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a corne back to the prevailing situation of ten years ago which was the 
target of management attack,lt is difficult to tell what will happen 
next but the door is open to a lot of local· conflicts when Ford will 
try to push ahead with the introduction of the new techniques ,. 

\Jhat will such an evolution mean if it goes ahead ? We can sum up in 
short points from different parts of our text : 
-The making of an unidimensional worker at ~n international scale from 
wh,,m it 1//ill be asked ·Mre 'initiative and participation' in the iron 
framework of m,:idern technologies drawn according to the interests of 
capital:his multidimensional skill will not be a real professional 
formation but strictly what will be required at that very moment by the 
nicessary current oroduction techniques, the 'retraining' meaning only 
th't! adaptation required for a new technique , 
-an atternpt to have the w,Jrkei· identifying his ovn interest with the 
interest of ~apital ,The introduction of more and more sophisticated and 
e:<oens ive nachi nery needs to 111,:irk smoothl y to pretend tha t the 
author i t ar ian relationship is eliminated which mean the 'cooperation of 
the worker in his own exploitation' , 
-an i.ncreased centralisation and internaüonalisation which are on one 
hand a strength for capi ta! but on the other hand a weakness in the 
c lass stru,nle as the F,)rd UK strike just showed , The international 
links unveiled by Ford in order to break the national barriers can mean 
a reinforcing l)f the capital domination,lt can mean too the 
qene,•ai i sat ion of this unidimensianal eorker , the development •Jf an 
international working community driven by the international tendency of 
r ap i t a l i t.se lf . 

'Jnions are pushsd too but in a different 'Ilay . If the evolution of 
production techniques and of working conditions are developed to their 
utmost point there is effectively no need for a lot of different unions 
but for only one with a complete different role,In the USA ,according Lo 
the a,~1·eeo1ent oassec with the unions, the union is no more than the 
iegal departn,ent for the local bur eaucrats , the ri,~ht to strike being 
li~ited to hygiene and security problems and the recruitment of 
ternporary workers .Of course all that is only on paper and the workers 
always have the possibility of struggle and eventually of taking the 
1·ight to strike,It. is thi s we see in the factories in England with 
atternots t o this end :Hitachi in Wales has seen its first 111ildcat 
movement in july 87 ,Nissan in Newcastle has a high turnover because of 
the 'bad morale' of its highly selected workers,the 'scabs' of Wapping 
refused to follow the EETPU which had recruited theœ on behalf of News 
Internatil)nal .What is developing here is only the expression of the day 
to day struggle inside the 111alls of the factory which has never stopped 
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A CREEPING WILDCAT CONFLICT 1 3 

'We have had last time ,but it won't happen this time '(A Dagenham 
Ford worker ) 

Ford had just let leak some of its proposais when 50 workers on the 
Halewood line stopped work , which completely stopped the Escort and 
Orion production.It was the first stoppage in a long series of wildcat 
strikes which were not so different from the other above _quoted 
wildcat strikes in other car factories .To try to stop this 
discontent ,the unions opposed some claims to the management 
proposals:10% more on wages ( basic wage and bonus) and a reduction in 
working time ( as in the Ford German factories).But nota word on the 
other management proposais; not a 111ord on the flexibi li ty and the 
restructuring of the working organisation;tJn the contrary , to help 
the management~ the unions proposed to go ahead more quickiy with the 
unification of white and blue collar wages and conditions presented as 
an 'advanta,1e ' for the \1/0rkers, but in fact allowing F,)rd to 
accelerate the flexibility restructuring, When at the end of october , 
_Ford display all its cards,wildcat str ikes burst up lccal lv 
everywhere: on 2 no,vember, 120 ~orkers b locked the body shop in 
Oagenham and 200 on the line obliged the lay off of I,000 111orkers.On 
3 november, 800 professionals in Halewo,Jd and 1,000 in Dagenham and 
Dunton are on strike for f ive days ,On 11 november 1,400 workers are 
on strike for 24 hours in Oagenham and Dunton , followed by 1,500 on 
13 november in Bridgend (Wales),On 16 november , ,4,000 are on str ike 
in Ha lew,)od , On 17 n>Jvembre , 750 suspend work for 24 hours a t the 
parts center in Oagenham followed on 20 november by 4,000 at the 1//hole 
body shop in an overtime strike.Again 2,000 are on strike in Halewood 
for 24 hour s and this same day , there are stoppages in Dagenhan·1 , 
Bas i ldon , Bridgend and Leamington involving 17,001) w,)1·kers in e, 
fac tories ,On 24 november, 36 boi lermen on str ike obl i9e,j For,j to lay 
•Jff .S,000 workers in Oagenham,On 2 december , 12,500 Ford white 
collars refuse the wage agreement proposed by the unions;on 7 
december ,the maintenance workers strike in Halewood brings about the 
closure of this factory , 

At first , the Ford unions tried to stop this st r ike wave.At the 
beginnin•J of november , the T b G secretary in Dagenham explains : 
'The shop stewards tried to persuade the workers not to go on strike , 
but they couldn't stop them' and that ' the management and the unions 
leaders in Oagenham hope that normal production 111ill resume ta day 
and will go ahead with,Jut problems uo t o the openinç of distuss icns 
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next week' .On 11 november , 11urphy (leader T & G > , president of the 
NJNC and 'negotiator in chief 'is obliged to admit.:'We witness a kind · 
of struggle we have not kMwn for more than IO years ". lt is more · 
Christmas jhan the negotiations (they will last up to the 7 january > 
whict, "suspends the local strikes ; the unions misinterpret this 
respite and thin~: they can unveil through 11urphy's lips that t ' the 
unions are ready. to agree with the three year· contract proposed by , 
Ford if Ford improves its wage of fer and guarantees no redundancy' ,He 
even thinks it clever to add that:'whoever wants to strike must go and 
have his head checked up but this kind of thing could happen 1,To be 
more precise he will declare after the majority of the Ford workers 
have -votsd for the strike that 'a general strike lfOuld be a tra,~edy 
that the unions hope to avoid' 

THE DIALECTICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKERS AND UNIONS, 
H•JW' the unions tried to stop wildcat strikes with a general strike, •. 
the united strength of which sweep away their project , 

To try to dilu~e the workers resistance and the 'anarchy of the 
wildcat strikes ' the unions organise a vote during the 111eek of 20 
january 1988:out of 87t of voters ,88t vote for a general strike,For 
the unions leaders , this v,)te is only a 'warning to the 
ma~agement',Legally , they have a fortnight to declare the strike but 
immediately they open new discussions with the Ford management:it is 
their function to do sa.But the rank and file sees thi~gs in a quite 
different way ; a Southampton worker has voted against the strike but 
hj says he is ready to follow it up to (he end even if it lasts one 
month ; only one thing deeply disturbs him in the proposed agreement : 
'the time a worker will have to stick on the line will be decided by 
U1e fo1·eman': in his own w,J1•ds he sees exact lv how the new agreement 
tries to rem,Jve the sl i,~ht degree of power the w,:ir~:ers sti 11 keep over 
their work . 

The,Jretically , the stl'ike is due t,J begin en 31 january durin,1 the 
night, but this very night , Murphy claims that a new ~greement has 
been ,)btained and that the strike is cancelled: 'I am happy to have 
escaped su~h a strike which would have been a disaster for everybody', 
He tries to hide the fact that the agreement was at first rejected by 
the maj,)rity of the shop stewards in the N.JNC and·that the top leaders 
had to work hard and to manoeuvre to get a vote for the agreement -25 
votas against 18 ,Of course , the new a,~reement does not af ford much 
more than the previous one:wage rise will be 7% instead of 4,251 with 
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WORKERS AND UNIONS 
Two divergent ways 

19 

For the workers , the struggle was polarised around two co11tradict,:,ry 
though mixed and interacting positions: 
-on one hand the defence of present positions got through past struggles 
and day to day resistances , ,These positions are deeply disturbed by the 
introduction of new systems of exploitation.At first concern seems to 
stem· only from professionals and low management whose functions in.a 
modern factory are rapidly shrinking ,Even if we consider these 
categories as defending a narrow professionalism ,we have to see them 
in a step by step more general defence of rank and file power in the 
daily resistance to exploitation (it is in this meaning that the Ford 
strike has changed the balance of struggle not in the fornial terrns ,Jf 
the a,~reen1ent but in worki ng pract i ces 111i thi n the w,,rk shop ) . The 
workers have no illusion about the reality of life inside the 
factory,If they are professionals, they C•lnsider that 'the existing 
roaintainance teams had more freedom so far as their shop was far from 
the line ' and one of them add irAmediately that this pl'Oblem n,:>w 
concerns all workel's: 'On the line , i t is the speed of the l ine which 
ru les the work , Mt the teaa1 leader , The line will stay nonctcnous , 
boring and very hard ', 

• 

On the ,)ther hand, unifyin,1 the conditions ,)f lfOrk and status between 
white and blue collars 111ill develop a new unity.The intMduction of 
microelectronics in the production system has the consequence of rubbing 
out the demarcatiçon line between professionals and unskilled workers; 
a comment explains : ' to have a robot working normally is partly 
preventive maintainance ,partly productive work' .In the Sharonville 
(Ohio) F,)rd fact,Jry, the next step of building engines and bodies has 
a 1 ready begun . Semi autonomous teams w i 11 have not on l y the 
responsability for small work , but for production plans , promotion, 
retraining and fixation of individual wages.Only one multiprofess1onal 
gi•ade will remain called 'technician '; the teams will elect a 'team 
leader 'and the foremen will become some kind of 'advisers' 

To consider only the present situation at Ford UK everything will happen 
now at rank and file level.In the long fight around this power in all 
the metal factories and chiefly in the car industry , the shop stewards 
had a central and ambiguous role,The first Ford agreement simply 
.eliminated their function and so the workers control over conditions of 
work was made far more difficult ,The last agreement cames back to the 
previous situation though in a different manner .In a certain way it is 
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idea 'The company will get the transformations it needs but it will 
have to implement them with the workers '. 

Of course all the unions 'recommand .. ' the .. acceptance of the 
agr~ement, On 18 february a vote ends the two week strike,Most of the 
workers are not at all certain they have got what they were struggling 
for, except they will have, as usual , ta go ahead with the day to , 
dav struggle : 16,000 are for resuming work , 6,200 for going ahead · 
with the strike and more than 9,000 are confüsed and don't vot ,Work 
resumes in all UK Ford factories on 22 february . 

'Unions and management have underestimated the strength of the workers 
opoosition' will comment the Ford UK head personal manager This 
recbgnition of an evident fact was even more evident when considering 
that Ford had been obliged four times to make 'definite ' proposais 
that the unions every time considered'acceptable ',Murphy ,the union 
leader wili bé less modest:' We have got a real historical victory not 
cnlv for the Ford w,Jrkers but for all unionists in this country' ,Just 
as he pronounced these historical words , f acts were sending them 
right back.With the agreement ink not yet dry Ford put on the table a 
f iva year agreement with inpor tant investmen-ts for a generalisation of 
electronics, more automatisation of the lines and links with other car 
bu1lders to break national protection and workers resistance .At the 
same time , the central problem of the role of the unions in this 
m,Jde1·11isati,Jn came again to the forefro,,t.The battle between unions 
around the Dundee factory flared again, showing that the 'victory' was 
far fr,Jm berng so for the unions . Two p,Jlicies were at stake in the 
Ford st r iks and i ts sur r cundi nqs : on one hand the .unicn policy of 
bargaining constantly with the management using the threat of strike 
as an ace in the bargaining di scuss ions ; on the other hand the 
workers policy to consider the strike as a weapon to impose 
discussions on a reluctant coalition union-management ignoring workers 
interests . Through the strike , Ford workers had imposed a return to 
the former working otactice of· some workers control over the working 
conditions.If there was a 'victory ', a relative one , it was neither 
for the managemerit , not for the unions but for the workers 
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a guarantee of 2,0S1 beyond the inflation rate for the second year;the 
restructuring of the wage grid will be implemented on three years;but 
all the new restructuring of the working organisation are still there 
to be discussed only at national level if some problems arise,Against 
s,)me money , the management if f ree to go ahead; more , the shop 
stewards are dispossessed of their intervant ion to settle local 
conflicts because of course they are to close to the workers ( too 
much influenced by them ) and their function is taken over by (he top 
union bureaucrats who have not at all the same interests when settling 
lcce l conflicts,The famous Jiramy Airlie will explain: 'It is not at 
alla matter of raoney,We recognise the need to improve efficiency but 
we want an agreement for the unification of the ccndit ions •Jf w,,rk arïd 
a complete revision of the wage grid which accompanies these 
transformations ',When the same Airlie declares that the workers 
disagree only with the duration of the agreement, he completly 
conceals the real stake of the Ford proposals because the unions don't 
want to oppose proposais giving more power to the union bureaucracy, 

On 4 february , Ford workers vote again on these 'new proposals':more 
than 60t of them vote against and against the 'recommendation' of the 
NJNC,Without waiting for an order to strike,when this result is known, 
on S february ,3,1)1)0 workers on the Dagenham line are on stl'ike , A 
last minute attempt at negotiations to avo id the strike failed and 
their back te the wall ,unions have to launch the ,Jrder to strike as a 
last resort: on 8 february in the morning all the UK Fo1·d f actor ies 
are at a standstill,A worker on the picket line at Dagenham does not 
hide his hostility towards the union l eadsr s :'I don't want to be 
nasty but all the T & G leaders will be warmly welcomed if they corne 
here,It is Mt in their interest to sell out the st r ike otherwise 
anything could happen '. 

' 
As in 1979 , the strength of the strike is only in the workers 
determinati,Jn,ln the sh,Jrt terin , financial prob lsas are ,Jnly in the 
background partly because the unions could support the strike with 
their strike fund and they have to pay strike benefits in so far as 
they 'recognise' the strike ,There is no specific organisation of the 
strike at national level : it is the stewards and unions leaders 
involved in the NJNC who are coordinating the strike and will discuss 
its end.ln every Ford factory , the shop stewards committee controls 
the strike mainly in the picket organisation: as the strike is total , 
the pickets are rather idle and there is M need for po l ice to help 
the scabs ,As the strike can end only with a new vote in all 
f ac tor ias , managenient or unions manoeuvres can only be developed in 
the neg,:itiations area and in the propaganda (eventually the 
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pressure)for the acceptance of an agreenien·t. through the media or the . 
shop stewards . The strike will stay within strict 'legality' : it { 
foll,)ws exactly the rules edicted to contain and limit strikes;but ':· 
these rules had been c,Jmpletely inefficient in the past four months in [, 
preventing the numerous wildcat strikes ·-and in stopping their ~ 
evolution to a general strike,When a legislation aims to forbid or : 
liiait the right to strike , it is useleliS when the workers are t 
determined and united ; on the contrary , in the IJK example , the ( 
ob_li•Jation of 01·,Janising a vote gives the workers the measure of·· 
th~ir strength . 

THE STRENGTH AND THE ijEAKNESS OF A MODERN MULINATIONAL, 
'When we see how fast the Ford strike disturbs the continental 
Iat tor ias. we_ can see that a lot has been made to be, in·line with the 
jai:>.anese productivity levels in reducing to a minimum the storage of 
p{rts . '(Financial Times 10/2/88) 

Strength and weakness of a multinational come from an organisation of 
~ork built · around two opposite poles :on one hand the regular 
supplying of the line and the elimination of stocks ( in goods and in 
iab,Jur. force ) which are idle capital , on the other hand the 
spreading of the car and parts building over a lot of various 
factories and suppliers to escape bottlenecks and to reduce the costs 
of a centralised production.To keep the balance· between its 38 
Iac tor ies scattei·ed all over EuMpe and to maintain an economical 
rationality for an average· profit lmongst constant variations of 
nat ional costs ,»t currencies and the effects of class struggle, Ford 
has , l ike any multinational to adapt constantly to an evolving 
situati•ln .The distribution of all F,:,rd factories in Europe can be 
seen as a dilution of all kinds of risks ; but in such circumstances 
as the IJK strike it transforms immediately into one huge weakness, 

One day after the strike had started, production in Genk (Belgium 
and Sarrelouis (West Gerniany ) were affected ,Rebban , International 
sec1·etary of the Metal IJnion declared his incompetence with these 
words:'The company has not adapted a good policy and it was a 
revelation to us '. All the national union leaders could have been 
well informed : they had met in Geneva and they might have observed 
that al l the transformations opposed by the english 11orkers were 
already implernented in most of the continental or US F,)rd 
factories,withoJut being ooposed by the union buraucracies.A worker of 
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the Ford Genk factory will declare: ' I don't know for what th~y are 
on strike, nobody told us' ,The best propaganda agent for the english 
_workers strike was the organisation of the european Ford factories 
itself crippled by the strike in a way perhaps. included in this 
european organisation but with an evident miscalculation . 

On 11 february ., 11,000 workers are laid off in Genk in Belgium, K6ln 
,Oüren in Germany, Lisboa in Portugal,Some suppliers in the Midlands 
have to do the same( a paper will say that 75,000 workers are 
affected), If the strike làsts a long time , the effects will be even 
more devastating.Even , in tis second week , the strike costs f 40 
millions every day ,From Detroit cames the order to organise secret 
meeting between the Ford UK personal manager and the top union 
leaders: Ron Todd , T & G general secretary . and Bill Jordan, AEIJ 
president,When the way is traced , 'official' negotiations can start 
again on 16 february; quickly a new agreement is 6n the table : 
- return to a two year agrement 
- not much more for wages: 71 per year ,more according to inflation 
and 2,501 on the top the second year 
- 100% of wages when there is a lay off, niore benefits for sickness 
01· ret i ,·ement , 
- no redundancies :only voluntary departures or retraining . 
- discussions for equalisation of white and blue collars status , 
- most of the restructuring of working methods is still maintained 
but the prof ess iona 1 s wi 11 not go on the li ne as unsk il led workers. The 
most iniportant point concerns the way this restructuring wi 11 be 
implemented: it will not be imposed unilaterally by the_managément on 
the workers ;it will have to get their agreement in the workshoJp which 
means a cooperation between middle management and workers. 

This is the natn result of the strike and not the least one: in the 
first Ford proposals , the management decided and impose,j; in the 
second proposais equally rejected by the workers ,the top bureaucrats 
would have alone discussed the problems raised locally by the 
restructurin,J at the top level far f rom any wor~:ers intei•ventii:m . In 
the new agreement the workers will be at the center of the 
implementation of the new methods and will have the possibility of 
seeing and discussing the pratical consequences in the day to day 
work .. The Financial Times (20/2/88 > recognise behind the words that 
' this struggle for this clause of 'non compulsoriness 'in the 
transformations of the conditions of work will decide if the agreement 
means really a sliding of the balance of struggle in the collective 
negoc iation ' , The chief union neg,)c iator , Murphy expresses the sanie 
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opoosition' will comment the Ford UK head personal manager This 
recbgnition of an evident fact was even more evident when considering 
that Ford had been obliged four times to make 'definite ' proposais 
that the unions every time considered'acceptable ',Murphy ,the union 
leader wili bé less modest:' We have got a real historical victory not 
cnlv for the Ford w,Jrkers but for all unionists in this country' ,Just 
as he pronounced these historical words , f acts were sending them 
right back.With the agreement ink not yet dry Ford put on the table a 
f iva year agreement with inpor tant investmen-ts for a generalisation of 
electronics, more automatisation of the lines and links with other car 
bu1lders to break national protection and workers resistance .At the 
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around the Dundee factory flared again, showing that the 'victory' was 
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workers policy to consider the strike as a weapon to impose 
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interests . Through the strike , Ford workers had imposed a return to 
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a guarantee of 2,0S1 beyond the inflation rate for the second year;the 
restructuring of the wage grid will be implemented on three years;but 
all the new restructuring of the working organisation are still there 
to be discussed only at national level if some problems arise,Against 
s,)me money , the management if f ree to go ahead; more , the shop 
stewards are dispossessed of their intervant ion to settle local 
conflicts because of course they are to close to the workers ( too 
much influenced by them ) and their function is taken over by (he top 
union bureaucrats who have not at all the same interests when settling 
lcce l conflicts,The famous Jiramy Airlie will explain: 'It is not at 
alla matter of raoney,We recognise the need to improve efficiency but 
we want an agreement for the unification of the ccndit ions •Jf w,,rk arïd 
a complete revision of the wage grid which accompanies these 
transformations ',When the same Airlie declares that the workers 
disagree only with the duration of the agreement, he completly 
conceals the real stake of the Ford proposals because the unions don't 
want to oppose proposais giving more power to the union bureaucracy, 

On 4 february , Ford workers vote again on these 'new proposals':more 
than 60t of them vote against and against the 'recommendation' of the 
NJNC,Without waiting for an order to strike,when this result is known, 
on S february ,3,1)1)0 workers on the Dagenham line are on stl'ike , A 
last minute attempt at negotiations to avo id the strike failed and 
their back te the wall ,unions have to launch the ,Jrder to strike as a 
last resort: on 8 february in the morning all the UK Fo1·d f actor ies 
are at a standstill,A worker on the picket line at Dagenham does not 
hide his hostility towards the union l eadsr s :'I don't want to be 
nasty but all the T & G leaders will be warmly welcomed if they corne 
here,It is Mt in their interest to sell out the st r ike otherwise 
anything could happen '. 

' 
As in 1979 , the strength of the strike is only in the workers 
determinati,Jn,ln the sh,Jrt terin , financial prob lsas are ,Jnly in the 
background partly because the unions could support the strike with 
their strike fund and they have to pay strike benefits in so far as 
they 'recognise' the strike ,There is no specific organisation of the 
strike at national level : it is the stewards and unions leaders 
involved in the NJNC who are coordinating the strike and will discuss 
its end.ln every Ford factory , the shop stewards committee controls 
the strike mainly in the picket organisation: as the strike is total , 
the pickets are rather idle and there is M need for po l ice to help 
the scabs ,As the strike can end only with a new vote in all 
f ac tor ias , managenient or unions manoeuvres can only be developed in 
the neg,:itiations area and in the propaganda (eventually the 
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next week' .On 11 november , 11urphy (leader T & G > , president of the 
NJNC and 'negotiator in chief 'is obliged to admit.:'We witness a kind · 
of struggle we have not kMwn for more than IO years ". lt is more · 
Christmas jhan the negotiations (they will last up to the 7 january > 
whict, "suspends the local strikes ; the unions misinterpret this 
respite and thin~: they can unveil through 11urphy's lips that t ' the 
unions are ready. to agree with the three year· contract proposed by , 
Ford if Ford improves its wage of fer and guarantees no redundancy' ,He 
even thinks it clever to add that:'whoever wants to strike must go and 
have his head checked up but this kind of thing could happen 1,To be 
more precise he will declare after the majority of the Ford workers 
have -votsd for the strike that 'a general strike lfOuld be a tra,~edy 
that the unions hope to avoid' 

THE DIALECTICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKERS AND UNIONS, 
H•JW' the unions tried to stop wildcat strikes with a general strike, •. 
the united strength of which sweep away their project , 

To try to dilu~e the workers resistance and the 'anarchy of the 
wildcat strikes ' the unions organise a vote during the 111eek of 20 
january 1988:out of 87t of voters ,88t vote for a general strike,For 
the unions leaders , this v,)te is only a 'warning to the 
ma~agement',Legally , they have a fortnight to declare the strike but 
immediately they open new discussions with the Ford management:it is 
their function to do sa.But the rank and file sees thi~gs in a quite 
different way ; a Southampton worker has voted against the strike but 
hj says he is ready to follow it up to (he end even if it lasts one 
month ; only one thing deeply disturbs him in the proposed agreement : 
'the time a worker will have to stick on the line will be decided by 
U1e fo1·eman': in his own w,J1•ds he sees exact lv how the new agreement 
tries to rem,Jve the sl i,~ht degree of power the w,:ir~:ers sti 11 keep over 
their work . 

The,Jretically , the stl'ike is due t,J begin en 31 january durin,1 the 
night, but this very night , Murphy claims that a new ~greement has 
been ,)btained and that the strike is cancelled: 'I am happy to have 
escaped su~h a strike which would have been a disaster for everybody', 
He tries to hide the fact that the agreement was at first rejected by 
the maj,)rity of the shop stewards in the N.JNC and·that the top leaders 
had to work hard and to manoeuvre to get a vote for the agreement -25 
votas against 18 ,Of course , the new a,~reement does not af ford much 
more than the previous one:wage rise will be 7% instead of 4,251 with 
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WORKERS AND UNIONS 
Two divergent ways 
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For the workers , the struggle was polarised around two co11tradict,:,ry 
though mixed and interacting positions: 
-on one hand the defence of present positions got through past struggles 
and day to day resistances , ,These positions are deeply disturbed by the 
introduction of new systems of exploitation.At first concern seems to 
stem· only from professionals and low management whose functions in.a 
modern factory are rapidly shrinking ,Even if we consider these 
categories as defending a narrow professionalism ,we have to see them 
in a step by step more general defence of rank and file power in the 
daily resistance to exploitation (it is in this meaning that the Ford 
strike has changed the balance of struggle not in the fornial terrns ,Jf 
the a,~reen1ent but in worki ng pract i ces 111i thi n the w,,rk shop ) . The 
workers have no illusion about the reality of life inside the 
factory,If they are professionals, they C•lnsider that 'the existing 
roaintainance teams had more freedom so far as their shop was far from 
the line ' and one of them add irAmediately that this pl'Oblem n,:>w 
concerns all workel's: 'On the line , i t is the speed of the l ine which 
ru les the work , Mt the teaa1 leader , The line will stay nonctcnous , 
boring and very hard ', 

• 

On the ,)ther hand, unifyin,1 the conditions ,)f lfOrk and status between 
white and blue collars 111ill develop a new unity.The intMduction of 
microelectronics in the production system has the consequence of rubbing 
out the demarcatiçon line between professionals and unskilled workers; 
a comment explains : ' to have a robot working normally is partly 
preventive maintainance ,partly productive work' .In the Sharonville 
(Ohio) F,)rd fact,Jry, the next step of building engines and bodies has 
a 1 ready begun . Semi autonomous teams w i 11 have not on l y the 
responsability for small work , but for production plans , promotion, 
retraining and fixation of individual wages.Only one multiprofess1onal 
gi•ade will remain called 'technician '; the teams will elect a 'team 
leader 'and the foremen will become some kind of 'advisers' 

To consider only the present situation at Ford UK everything will happen 
now at rank and file level.In the long fight around this power in all 
the metal factories and chiefly in the car industry , the shop stewards 
had a central and ambiguous role,The first Ford agreement simply 
.eliminated their function and so the workers control over conditions of 
work was made far more difficult ,The last agreement cames back to the 
previous situation though in a different manner .In a certain way it is 
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a corne back to the prevailing situation of ten years ago which was the 
target of management attack,lt is difficult to tell what will happen 
next but the door is open to a lot of local· conflicts when Ford will 
try to push ahead with the introduction of the new techniques ,. 

\Jhat will such an evolution mean if it goes ahead ? We can sum up in 
short points from different parts of our text : 
-The making of an unidimensional worker at ~n international scale from 
wh,,m it 1//ill be asked ·Mre 'initiative and participation' in the iron 
framework of m,:idern technologies drawn according to the interests of 
capital:his multidimensional skill will not be a real professional 
formation but strictly what will be required at that very moment by the 
nicessary current oroduction techniques, the 'retraining' meaning only 
th't! adaptation required for a new technique , 
-an atternpt to have the w,Jrkei· identifying his ovn interest with the 
interest of ~apital ,The introduction of more and more sophisticated and 
e:<oens ive nachi nery needs to 111,:irk smoothl y to pretend tha t the 
author i t ar ian relationship is eliminated which mean the 'cooperation of 
the worker in his own exploitation' , 
-an i.ncreased centralisation and internaüonalisation which are on one 
hand a strength for capi ta! but on the other hand a weakness in the 
c lass stru,nle as the F,)rd UK strike just showed , The international 
links unveiled by Ford in order to break the national barriers can mean 
a reinforcing l)f the capital domination,lt can mean too the 
qene,•ai i sat ion of this unidimensianal eorker , the development •Jf an 
international working community driven by the international tendency of 
r ap i t a l i t.se lf . 

'Jnions are pushsd too but in a different 'Ilay . If the evolution of 
production techniques and of working conditions are developed to their 
utmost point there is effectively no need for a lot of different unions 
but for only one with a complete different role,In the USA ,according Lo 
the a,~1·eeo1ent oassec with the unions, the union is no more than the 
iegal departn,ent for the local bur eaucrats , the ri,~ht to strike being 
li~ited to hygiene and security problems and the recruitment of 
ternporary workers .Of course all that is only on paper and the workers 
always have the possibility of struggle and eventually of taking the 
1·ight to strike,It. is thi s we see in the factories in England with 
atternots t o this end :Hitachi in Wales has seen its first 111ildcat 
movement in july 87 ,Nissan in Newcastle has a high turnover because of 
the 'bad morale' of its highly selected workers,the 'scabs' of Wapping 
refused to follow the EETPU which had recruited theœ on behalf of News 
Internatil)nal .What is developing here is only the expression of the day 
to day struggle inside the 111alls of the factory which has never stopped 

, 
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A CREEPING WILDCAT CONFLICT 1 3 

'We have had last time ,but it won't happen this time '(A Dagenham 
Ford worker ) 

Ford had just let leak some of its proposais when 50 workers on the 
Halewood line stopped work , which completely stopped the Escort and 
Orion production.It was the first stoppage in a long series of wildcat 
strikes which were not so different from the other above _quoted 
wildcat strikes in other car factories .To try to stop this 
discontent ,the unions opposed some claims to the management 
proposals:10% more on wages ( basic wage and bonus) and a reduction in 
working time ( as in the Ford German factories).But nota word on the 
other management proposais; not a 111ord on the flexibi li ty and the 
restructuring of the working organisation;tJn the contrary , to help 
the management~ the unions proposed to go ahead more quickiy with the 
unification of white and blue collar wages and conditions presented as 
an 'advanta,1e ' for the \1/0rkers, but in fact allowing F,)rd to 
accelerate the flexibility restructuring, When at the end of october , 
_Ford display all its cards,wildcat str ikes burst up lccal lv 
everywhere: on 2 no,vember, 120 ~orkers b locked the body shop in 
Oagenham and 200 on the line obliged the lay off of I,000 111orkers.On 
3 november, 800 professionals in Halewo,Jd and 1,000 in Dagenham and 
Dunton are on strike for f ive days ,On 11 november 1,400 workers are 
on strike for 24 hours in Oagenham and Dunton , followed by 1,500 on 
13 november in Bridgend (Wales),On 16 november , ,4,000 are on str ike 
in Ha lew,)od , On 17 n>Jvembre , 750 suspend work for 24 hours a t the 
parts center in Oagenham followed on 20 november by 4,000 at the 1//hole 
body shop in an overtime strike.Again 2,000 are on strike in Halewood 
for 24 hour s and this same day , there are stoppages in Dagenhan·1 , 
Bas i ldon , Bridgend and Leamington involving 17,001) w,)1·kers in e, 
fac tories ,On 24 november, 36 boi lermen on str ike obl i9e,j For,j to lay 
•Jff .S,000 workers in Oagenham,On 2 december , 12,500 Ford white 
collars refuse the wage agreement proposed by the unions;on 7 
december ,the maintenance workers strike in Halewood brings about the 
closure of this factory , 

At first , the Ford unions tried to stop this st r ike wave.At the 
beginnin•J of november , the T b G secretary in Dagenham explains : 
'The shop stewards tried to persuade the workers not to go on strike , 
but they couldn't stop them' and that ' the management and the unions 
leaders in Oagenham hope that normal production 111ill resume ta day 
and will go ahead with,Jut problems uo t o the openinç of distuss icns 
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The Ford UK 111orkers obl iged to follo111 the agreement signed by the· 
unions, had to return to the old methods of struggle , the same ones'. 
included in the 'English disease ': ~ 
-the turn over: a worker engaged ho years ago explains : 'we leave as 1 
soon as possible for another job,! am the only one still in out of six~ 
111ho were engaged i;ith r,e, after hard selection among hundreds oL 
candidates because I was married so expected to be i;ise and well-f 
behaved,' The same·added :' I came in with c'onserva-tive ideas but[ 
working in such a place turns you into a militant worker '. ! 
-absenteeism has risen recently up to 151 ,at such a rate some days thati 
the fac tory can' t f ill its produc t icn plans; we can unserstand the/: 
project of a pool of replacement workers , ( 
-the qcality ;when F,Hd insists on this point it is not only to cope\ 
with japanese C•Jmpetition; it is intended against sabotage practices;. 
a wi::irker insistin,~ on this point explains the double face of the Ford' 
declaration .O~ one hand it uses the 'quality circles ' as a publicityl 
carrier.On the other hand it aims to reduce the rate of rejected carsi 
111hich can be so high that 01arket needs oblige Ford to sell cars 111ith; 
defects to maintain its profits , · 
-var ious undergroun,j resistance mainly from the professi•Jnals,They see 
in the proposals the continuaion of a general movement aiming at their: 
elimination.It is Mt a matter of wages but more a question 111orking' 
time(the limitati,,n ,Jf their m,Jvement inside the factory with their· 
affectation to a strict location on the production line) and the lost 
of their professional identity. '5 years of badly paid training to end: 
up on the line under the control of an unskilled worker', summed up a: 
~agenham professional.Such a situation will generate a lot.of individual: 
and collective, underground and open conflicts . 

FORD OF EUROPE 
vehlcle• per employee 
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and has been more or less concealed 
struggles'open aspects , 

2 1 
by consideration of the 

The february 88 Ford strike had not apparently had the sanie consequence 
as the devastating october 78 Ford strike had had on a Labour government 
policy ,Neverthéless it reveals th~ failure of English capital and of 
a conservative government to bring unions to the esssential point of 

- being a disciplinary force over the workers , 

In a certain way , though with a different approach ,the union$ 
positions in the car factories can be compared ta the union piuralism in 
France ,Italy or Spain , ,Rationalising and retructuring has the same 
consequence for all organisations .managing the labour force ,Old 
structures are obsolete machinery or work organisation alike.The crisis 
of the syndicalist movement is raising both sides of their ambigu,:,us 
position: one foot with the rnana,~eroent , one foot with the workers , 

The Dundee affair is highly revealing of this uncomfortable and 
unescapable position ,Unions are unable to follow the need of capitalism 
because of the imposibility of overcoming their own structure and 
ideology,which is , on the other hand still a big part of their required 
basis among the workers . Even though some top unions bureaucrats and 
Scottish officials went to Detroit to plead for the Dundee cause ,they 
failed to bring about a change of mind in US Ford managers.On one hand 
it is significant to see n workers " organisations behaving like pimps 
to sell some hundreds of workers to a multinational which will Lake its 
decision as much according to the currencies rate as according to the 
straight jacket proposed by these bureacrats for the workers.On the 
other hand,we can be surprised that commotion in the English oolit1cal 
and syndicalist i;orld can erupt from rather a miner question. 

Apparently the problem arises only with the out of date UK union 
structures : but actually , the essential and everlasting problem 
behind this screen is the class struggle,In march 88 it was evident 
that Ford was abandoning the Dundee project because of the opposition to 
ons only union ,Later , in september , Ford annouces this electronic 
factory to be built in Spain at Cadiz where the management could work 
with only one organism -the workers council Ceven composed of different 
unions delegates );more or less openly US Ford manageMent said that the 
1988 UK Ford strike and the incertitu,je about the unions tarning the 
english workers were the main considerations in their decision . 
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TWO YEARS AFTER, AIJTUl1N 1989 ,NOT 11UCH HAS CHANGEO, 

Two y&ars after the 87-88 strike , the same contract has to be renewd 
and FQrd try to n1ake another step towards the unidimensional worker I the 
orecondi t icn for overcoming internat icna! corapetition,The 27110/89 1 

Fo1•,j of Ier s a·new tw,, year deal , 8% the f i r t: year and 7% the second one 
but as part of a package of deep tranformations at workshop 
level:special teams in some high-technology production areas, retraining 

·Qf electricians to work on electronics and above all the end of 
demarcation lines for electricians and engineers with the creation of a 
new multi-skilled craftsman ,It was the AIOSt important. point of the 
cropoaed agreement but the union claims insisted only on nges and a 
sbor tar working week (as part of their general campaign for a 35 heur 
week ) . - 

·ObOiousiy the offer aimed at consolidating the flexibility 
conceas ions .the reaction from the r ank and and file , mainly frorn the 
01•,:,fessiQnals eas very strong: on 1 november the maintenance workers 
ar s on illildcat st.r ikes in Halelf•:>od < 451) ) and Oagenham (1,301) ) , 
i31'id•Jend (200 the 8/11 ) , several hundreds at Southampton the 15/11: 
there are short walkouts over all the Ford factories against the 
erosion of differentials .On IO november ,Ford raises its offer : 9,5 % 
the first year and inflation+ 2.5 % the second year but with no effect, 

From this moment a period of great confusion begins_which will last up 
to mid march 1990 , even longer if we consider that the Iveco Ford truck 
f ac torv vas cr rcp led illi th a general ~,trike up to 6 june 1991), In this 
per iod the. unions or qani sed three votes to prevent a general strike 
without actually oreventing the spread of local strikes all through the 
winter 89-90.[n december 89, eoi rejects the second Ford offer and on 
24/1/90 59·x aqre,=d -with the 'final ' offer (10,2~ the first year , 
inflation+ 2.5 1 the second year) but this last vote supposed to bring 
full wo:iri<:ing back to the Ford factory instead broui1ht them to a 
standst1ll : skilled warkers , mainly members of AEU and EETPU stayed 
on strike sorne unofficially ,some officially, till the EETPIJ called off 
the electrician official strike : it was for months complete 
pandemonium which aga.in showed how vulnerable Ford's european operation 
could be to stoppages (and how wise Ford US was to have moved to Spain 
for its new electronic factory),The situation was similar to what 
haopened more than lS years ago when 30 professionals blocked the 
Leyland factories in a fight for differentials :old ghosts had come back 
ori the class struggle scene . 

-- ··--·--------- .. .. ----, 
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work fro:>m subsidiaries is not given,Nissan is only a line w,,rking with 
imported parts ,The same report notes that the quality of cars built in 
Oagenham is in1proving (which it is said would means 'a change in the 
worker attitude to work ') though adding immediately that 'a lot remains 
to do ' and that 'Ford UK tries to develop a mutual confidence and a 
close collaboration towards a common aim ' , 

Among the industrialised countries , the UK is the only one to have in 
1987 a level of industrial production still 2,50 X 1,,wer than the 197~3 
level and the only one where the productivity level even improved is far 
lower than the level in other industrialised countries,In the car 
industry if we Lake the 100 basis for 1980, production has dropped by 
151, employment is 30i lower and productivity has increased by 25 ~;all 
these figures , taking into account the technical investments in new 
machinery, don't add up to an improvement in the 'working practices' ,If 
we ccns ider that durin,~ the same period in this same industry , the days 
lost for strikes has dropped from 5 millions a year to 500,000 , we can 
question the real meaning of what was called in the 80's 'the illorkshop 
revo lut ion' with the drastic measures taken by government an,j 
management. 

To Lake Ford UK as an example1 we must go beyond the open conflicts,the 
str ikes to understand that Ford workers had not wai ted the unvei lin,~ of 
these projects Canyway they already knew them vaguely in the summer )to 
try to stop or to break this endless spiral which is the transfQrmation 
of the conditions of work linked ta the tranformations of the production 
techni,~ues ,Already in 1985 the union had agret'!d and iaposed to the 
workers a complete review of the wage grid from 550 differentials ta 52 
Cbefore the strike this number had dropped to 15) and had official1sed 
the fle:<ibility for the unskilled w,,rkers and the polyvalency for the 
professionals in the maintenance work ,In order to eliminate the 
protess icnats from the line , the unski l Ied workers c,Juld follo111 a 
1·etraining aio1ing at increasing their 'm,:>bility'; net a real f or aat ion 
but a tricky attempt : in three days, a worker was supposed ta get some 
expertise in welding and become some kind of universal worker :engineer, 
welder and plumber.A Ford worker explained what it means : 'Every I02 
seconds , a car is coming and you have to screw something on it.Between 
tw,J cars , you have to clean , to prepare your tco ls , to supply the 
parts, to check the defects and the quality,If , by chance , vou have 
nothing to do on the line, you are moved where there is some work for 
,you , any kind of work,lt was a total change ,Formerly we could get some 
time but now you are busy all the time and ail that to bring home 115 f 
a week . , . , ' . 
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Party; the members number means access to the top level bureaucracy of 
these organisations ;it is a matter of powet,All the rest is a problemr 
of 'circumstances , If EETPIJ has signed an agreement and a non-striker' 
clause with Hitachi in Wales and secretly recruited scabs for Wapping~ 
the lorry drivers of TNT ,subsidiary of News Interna.tional , all~ 
affiliated tQ T & G have built the Murdoch victory regularly crossing~ 

1• 
the picke-ts.But it is the same T & G- 111hich will wreck the Dundeet, I' 
ag1·eement because such an agreeement extended to all UK Ford factory; 
will deprive it of most of its members,On the other hand we can quote at 
japanese style agreement signed by the national leaders of five unions! 
including T & G and AEU the previous 6 july -and practically imposed' 
upon the workers against th shop stewards advice - for the GM Bedford'. 

· factory ; this agreement obtained through a closure blackmail went far'. 
further than Ford IJS new proposals , : 

'HOW CLASS STRIJGGLE FOLLOWS THE CAPITAL PROCESS 
'The pro61em is not to know if changes occured but if these changes had 
the needed size ' CFinancial Times l l /2/86 ) 

This quotati1J11 of a financial analyst on the present state of IJK 
capital could be valid for class struggle too,It is difficult to 
estimate what remains af the 'English disease ' after ten years of,. 
attempts to eradicate i t , To take Ford UK as an example we can ask if 
the manipulation of dubious figures are not only a way of conditioning 
w,nkers foi· thei1• acceptance of the proposed deep transformations of 
their workin•J conditions ,M,:>re and more the blac.I<mail about c losure to, 
impose 'sacrifices' on the workers is replaced by n1ore direct calls to. 
'support' the management in order to keep a certain level of profits for 
capital presented as the only way to invest and to keep Cor even ' 
increase) the level of employment , 

When Ford propûse this new contract end of october 1987 ,new figures are 
published t» give bad concience to the english workers :to build a 
Fiesta or ah Escort or a Sierra , it needs 65t more time in the UK than. 
in Germany,Ford UK factories would need 2,5 more time than the japanese · 
factol'ies to bui ld a similar car; Nissan would soon produce on its UK · 
lines cars including 550 $ of uniL work cost against 890$ average for 
Ford UK at Halewood for instance ,But on 11 february 88 when Lhe strike 
is g,:,ing to i ts end , a conf idential Ford Europe report unveils that in 
1987 For,j GB bui 1 t 28 cars per worker against 26 at Nissan and 64 
working hours were needed to build a car against 110 in 1980 ,All these' 
figures are not especially convincing because we never know if they deal~ 
with the same factors:the production cost ,if it is estimated in dollars. 
take in account the relative value of the currencies and the part of the 

' 
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The best way to describe the situation is to refer to sQme press 
articles: 
',,,Hitherto the industrial action has been confined chiefly tQ Halewood 
and an unofficial strike by 550 craftsmen , ... the impact cf the 
indef inite strike started yesterday by a.round 1600 could quickly be 
felt at several other of Ford's 21 UK plants and subsequently in 
significant parts of the rest of the conipany's European production 
network,,, ,Halewood vehicle assembly was hit and since January 16 no 
vehicle has been produced there,. ,On January 18 1990 , the dispute vas 
joined by maintenance craftraen at the Hale1,11ood transmission plant".,, The 
main ripple effect from Halewood has so far been seen at Southampton and 
at Genk <Belgium > •• ,with a further 3,000 w,,rkers laid off,, ,Yesterday 
all production of Ford ··s Sierra model at Genk was also 
stopped,, ,leading to the lay-off· of a further 7,000 workers.This 
stoppage was caused by earlier disruptions to the supply of engines from 
Dagenham caused by the rash of unofficial at t ions .. ,How quickly the 
strikes by electricians and some maintenance craftsmen will hit further 
Ford output is clearly impossible to predict, .. ' (extracts of Financial 
Times 6/2/90) 

The last vote was only for the electricians of the EETPU ;it decided on 
resumption of work amid C•Jmplete confusion in lll•Jst of the Ford UK 
factories,The attempt to clear the way forwards te the 'fle:<ible ' 
worker ended wi th the c,,mpany dumping i ts plans 't,, sweep away the 
demarcation lines ' and promising a review of the wages structure,Again 
the Ford workers had made the deraonstration : 
-of the strength of their rank and file power ; even if the 89-91) 
strikes were limited to skilled 111orkers ,the situation 111as similar to 
the 87-88 strikes when at the end the Ford workers imposed their 
agreement to any restructuring at the workshop level; the skilled 
workers action had the same consequence , 
-of the vulnerability of multinationals in the modern production process 
even if the international organisation was settled to prevent such 
bottlenecks;it was the major contradiction engineered by international 
competition ,the maximisati,Jn of profits bringin,~ more fra,1ility ,This 
tirae , in these creeping strikes 89-90 , it 1//as only a sraall number Qf 
workers 1//hich disrupted the european organisation and net a general 
strike in the IJK ; s,,mething to give a lot more confidence to the 
WQrkers . 
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IA BACKGROUND OF SOCIAL DISSENT 

The 89-90 Ford strikes , though nota total strike and not at all the 
Iotonot ivs of a train of stl'ikes , eas perhaps even more signif icant 
than the previous ones of the class struggle in the U K: . 
-They followed a lot of strikes in other branches of industry, most of ; 
them wildcat strikes , about wages and working conditions . " 
-They were a cria l hrnge te the g,jverno1ent po 1 i cy of restraini ng wage: 
rises as were most of these other strikes . · 
-They were a succesful strong resistance to persistent atten1pts te 
eliminate or reduce what was euphemistically called 'working practices '· 

The Ford itrikes 87-88 and 89-90 happened against a background of·two: 
different ~inds of strikes: 
-Ionq strikes (Ferries mainly P & O -1988- see Echanges n•se ; Post. 
Office strike ,september 88,see Echanges n• 58 ; Health workers in 88-. 
89, see Echanges n°60 ; dockers ,summer 89 see Echanges n°62 ;ambulance 
rnen 89-91) ,see Echanges n°64) ,which more or less failed in their 
attempt to break a deadlock about wages or conditions of work but were 
nevertheiess highly significant of the combatiivity of British workers 
-creep1ng strikes in a mixture of wildcat and official strikes as in a 
series of tube and railways 24 hour strikes in the summer 89; quite a 
few rolling strikes fMm council and government employees , lightning 
str ikes at the BBC , ... etc, .. 

This si tuat ion has to be related to the engineering unions attempt to 
capitalise this rank and file discontent to bring fresh blood to the 
somewhat crippled unions ,A big union campaign was launchéd with the 
support of a national shop steward committee for a 35 hour week through 
all the engineering industry,12 target companf~s being selected for this 
action :s,:ime gave up before any action had taken place ; son1e ,:ithers 
aft,:r a few t.oken stnkes ;,:inly British Aerospace had t,J cope i,ith a 
long st r iks in sol'ing 90 beJore giving up , In fact the 3.S hour 111eek in 
most cases means , not really a shorter working week but the possibility 
of increased wages through more overtime ; Bill Jordan , president of 
AEU could declare that'shorter ·working week led to a resurgence in 
pMductivity ' 

The · charis oublished at the end of 87 ·~ive a clear insignt· 
into what was the main pi•e,JCcupation of British industry and ,:if the 
workers resistanc~s throughout the manufacturing industry 111hich 
oerforniances were described at the same moment as 'still very low by 
international standards ' 
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the power Ci e the 'advantages' ) threatened by the restructuring.The 
two Ford proposals are two different ways to get the same result of a 
greater efficiency in the management organisation of labour ,The 
tranfornation fo the supervisor function is on the same line as the 
introduction of the one union system :why 18 unions when there is only 
one category of workers, why supervisors when automatisation and 
workteams integrate most of the control func tions, The new nieth,jds of 
~ork mean a complete change in the role of the unions, 

So the Ford strike will shoi, two different aspects though linke,j by 
their causes:on one hand ,a violent conflict between the different 
unions i: more or less curtained by the strike i tself ) , on the other 
hand the fight of various professional cate,~•)ries ta preserve their 
situation , son1etin1e unified in the general strike , s,:>.metimes is,jlated 
in sec tor i al or local strikes .Of course , both aspects will see 
conflicts beheen the rank and file and the union bureaucràcy,We can 
compare such a situation with what appeared during the miners strike in 
84-85 ;an industrial union NUM divided into two currents .One current , 
the majority of NUM,supported by rank and file historical traditions and 
different conditions of e~:ploitation li:>oked like the ,:inly one dealing 
with class struggle ,An,:>ther current , the n1in,jrity lJDt1 playin,~ its 
'modernism ' in an apparently total collaboration with the management.Of 
course the reality was far more complicated. than this schemat1c 
description ,For the Dunde·e factory, a t r adi t iona l union AEU(which up to 
recent years 111as a prof ess ional un ion more or less shr i nk i ng out wi th 
the disappearance of professionals in metal work) opens Lhe way to a 
union evolution and nota "scab "union as UDM or a 'traitor ' union like 
EETPU in the Yapping conflict,The 'Dundee· operation ' had good 
godfathers: a Labour member , Laird working in the Scottish Development 
Agency and Jimmy Airlie , main neg,:iciator for AEU, famous foi· his 
interventions to's,:>lve industrial c>Jnflicts ' and menti,jned above when 
performing such a function in the Caterpillar closure;both went 
secretly te Detroit to negociate the deal with Ford US,A ten1oest of 
pratest shook the TUC and the Ford NJNC,To fully explain the situation, 
better to quote these two' m>Jdernists' 'words : 
Laird: "Hov to retain a multinational when the unions are Mt able of 
adopta comm>Jn line" 
Airlie :"lt is a major step for the unions" 
Murphy (leader of T & G union ) ;"lt is impossible to negociate with a 
firm which is legally eliminating you", 
It is not by chance that the two unions involved in this 'modernisation 
pro~ess' are the two professional unions EETPU and AEU: the elimination 
1Jf pri,f ess iona l s n1eans less members and the y have to poac h members 
elsewhere in order to maintain their p,Jwer ins ids the TiJC and Labou1· 
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over the leaders of the working teams ,they will no longer interfer 
directly in the production process 
-The workers , unskilled and professionals will be organised in teams 
in which they could be affected to any job (production and 
maintenance);-these workteams vi l I work lfith 'the supervision of a 'team 
leader 'appointed according to his 'qualifications':this 'leader' will 
decide on the organisation , the distribution of 1//orkload ,on the 
supplying of the line and on the control of production (mainly of the 
quality >; he will receive 101 over his basic wage, 
-Groups of discussion ,1athering together white and blue collars will 
drscuss quality at every level of product ion , 
-a pool 9f workers will provide immediate replacement for any missing 
1//•)rker ( t,)tal fle:dbility ) 
-r~cruitmnt _ of ancillary workers ,which appears more the 
officialisation of a practice when workers ask for the total 
suppression of this category. 

For the Ford workers,these two proposals for the new Dundee factory and 
for all the other UK factories ,contain big differences,The new workers 
engaged for Dundee will have no choice other than to wear the ready 
made suit eut by Ford US ànd AEU;the workers of Ford UK have still the 
choice to vote or not for the new proposals and in doing so will retain 
a certain power in the discussion of their conditions of work ,In fact, 
-~he difference is net as ,31·eat as it appeàrs :in -the new fac tory , 
1,1/0rkers w i l l al eavs have this power even if it is not '•)fficially ' 
rec,),3nised ; in the o lc system , the l/i1orkers don't have the possibility 
of rejecting the main core of the new proposais and the deep 
transformation of the il' rondi tians ,)f vork , even if they succeed in 
preserving part of the 'advantages' they have kept till now: for both, 
it will be the baiahce of struggle which 111ill decide the new size of 
their - exploitation ,The unions are placed in a very different 
situation, Thtir real power is only the Dower coming from workers and 
fr,)m capital, as intermediary in the sale •Jf the labou1' power. Their 
structure and the content of their function is not the result of some 
idea l ist projection but the direct pr oduc t of the system itself and 
f irst ,,f the meth,,,js of production W•Hking in this system for the 
dam1nat1on and management of labour.The resistance to the 
transformations pr oposec by capital , Ford in our case , could come 
from the bureaucracy 1tself Cthreatened in its very existence) and from 
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To consider only this par icd autumn-111inter 87-88 , ·qui te a lot of 
small or more extensive conflicts brought us proof that Ford 111as not 
an isolated case in the car industry ,All the British car builders 
were c,,ncerned by the same kind of rank and file resistances and 
claims ,The following report of small strikes may perhaps seems 
insi,311ificant but ,3ives the measure of what other general reports 
would confirm later : 
- On october. 6 1987 Jaguar try to transfer one worker from one 
orûctuction line to another: 3,500 workers walked out at Coventry.The: 
trn,s·ier is immediately called off . • 
-On november 6 r,a1 Vauxhall (General Motors >tried to introduce what i 
has failed at Ford :individual bonus with a system called 'individual 
estimate on si>: aonths acccrdinq to performance ',Strikes broke out: 
which brought an-agreement on january 7 1988 on wages (between li and 
141 land some changes in ~orking practices; but on january 18 , 800 
alec tr ic ians are on strike in defence of a shop steward sacked for: 
havinq used a phocopying machine without pérmission ; 2,000 are laid 
off and an agreement on reinstatement ends the strike 
-Land Rover has discussion about wages from the beginning of february 
88;some wildcat strikes are on when it is offered a two year deal with 
141 :the strike is total from february 2 and a journalist could write 
on february 20 : ' The sin1plicity of the strike is alarming : it is a 
situation in which workers see their company getting more profit and 
askin•J for a share of i t ' , The strike lasts five weeks and ends with 
a 79'/. v,,te of acceptance of some cosmetic changes above the iniÙal 
oroposals,Though 1t is not said, we can ascertain that the strike was 
the expression of a strong rank and file power whic~·will not end with 
the stl'ike , 
-On march 7 1988 a 12 day strike of 700 workers cripples the Renault 
üunstable truck plant : they resume work 111ith 14% over two years and 
38 heur week, 
We could go ahead with more exa,ple all through 88, 89 and 90 in the 
car factories,We think it better to turn now to a more general view of 
the conseauences of th1s class struggle in the car industry and in the 
British economy as a whole 
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the Ford staff.The 13 Ford factories depend for their general working 
conditions on a Joint National Negociating Committee<NJNC>,an official 
negociating committee in which 12 unions have their 
representatives. This commi ttee settled by Ford and agreed by unions 
interests both :for the management it is a unique place to discuss 
everything but with the inconvenience of unifying the struggles in all 
the English factories; for the unions it gives power t o the top 
bureau~racy on the local unions mainly in the control of struggles at 
national level(drowning the local wildcat struggles in controled 
general token movements) but with the inconvience ,)f dividing power 
conflicts between union bureaucracies and of wildcat local conflicts,On 
the other hand in a quickly transforming industry, such a committee is 
a brake to rationalising the labour management structures. 

26~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 
THE OTHER CAR FACTORJES HAD THE SAME PROBLEMS AS FORD 

The 9 october 1987 , Ford Motor US unveils an agreement with the only 
AEU union for the control of workers to be engaged in a new factory Lo 
be built in two years at Dundee < Scotland > to make electronic 
components for Ford Europe.This new factory would be managed directly 
from Detroit and will escape the cont ro l ,,f Ford Europe and of the 
unions involved in its factories , especially of Ford UK and UK 
unions,Openly , Ford follows the way already traced b'f the japanese 
firms ( Hitachi in Wales ,Nissan near Newcastle ),With this examole and 

. certainly more to corne , Ford could escape the complex and out of date 
situation of industrial relations in the other U K factories, 111hich for 
a lot of reasons, primarily class struggle, could not be removed from 
t,)day to tomorrow ,This ne111 factory with a new juridical s i tuat tcn 
(what Murdoch used in Wapping ) opens the road ,The moment it was put 
on the table i t was chosen wi thout doubt as a mas ter card in the 
discussions to be opened for the renewal of the agreement covering all 
the UK Ford factories 

THE REAL EARNI~GS ALWAYS ABDVE INFLATION 
A GOVERNMENT POWERLESS TO CONTROL WAGES RISES 

The 29 oc tober Ford puts forward its pr,,p,)sa l s foi· the t111,, vea r 
contract ending last day of november 
-a three year contract 
-4,2.S "% irme on the basic wa,3e every year which could be revised 
according to inflation. 
-no demarcation lines between jobs: every professional could be posted 
anywhere on the line even for unskilled work , 
- a revision of the wage system bringing progressively white and blue 
collars into the same simplified grid, 
-c',,mplete transfoi•mation of the foreman job which 111ill have only to 
coordinate between teams of production and look after the maintenance 
Qf machinery and bui ldin,1s on a larger scale ; though having control At the time ,:,f the ford creeping strikes ( february march 1990 ) , a 

comment underl1nes ; 
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capital is involved , the support of the unions in getting the workers 
to accept this situation , 

The 23 april 1987 , at the Luton Vauxhall factory"( 6M) 48 ti1elders stop I 
work on a question of bonus :2,500 1//orkers are sent home, In may and 
june a riuoiber of small strikes on this question of bonus follows theli 
transfer of the van assembly line from Bedford -Luton in a joint!1 

ventu,·e with \he japanese lsuzu:a general strike breaks up the 16/IOj 
which ends the 29 with.some concessions ,The follo111ing 11 november,i 
4,400 w,:irkers are going on strike at Ellesmere Port near Liverpool! 
still on ihe bonus and another ti1ildcat strike burst out at Luton in the! 
part distribution center:600 ti1orkers ti1ere on strike for 24 hours . 

': 
In _Coventry -.Jaguar factory , the 17 august , 60 f,:,rklift drivers' 
stopped work in solidarity with one of them suspended 24 hours for a'. 
professional mistake:I,200 have to be laid off.The Rover factories are~ 
plagued frM the very beginning of october with a lot of conflicts :/ 
the.9, 150 begin a wildcat strike against the sacking of a shop steward~ 
of the Longbridge fac tory ( near Birmingham), for a very short timef 
because the management gives in ,The 16 november, 3,500 in wildcat~ 
.;tl'ike aqamst a proposal to change retirement financing; similar' 
stl'ikes blocked some suppliers among them Lucas ,The 15 january, 19i. 
night shift drivers carrying parts to the other factories in the group! 1 
go on strike to oppose a proposal to remove part of their ti1ork by rail;, 
SO·day shift workers folloti1 them; Cowley and Longbridge lay off 1//orkers) 
for three days when an agreement ends the conflict , ' 

The Ford strike breaks up at this very moment;i1.s size (42,000'. 
emoloyees in -13 factories, 1.St of all car w,:,rkers )pushes all these 
creeping sirikes into the background ; tney wi 11 not stop and wi 11 relay 
this central conflict when it is settled. 

HOW TO CHOOSE A POLICY? 
to rationalise the labour management structures? 

33,000 out fo 42,000 Ford employees are workers,Ford is the second car 
builder in the IJK but one of the first european ones: in its UK 
fac tor Ies work about I/3 of i ts european workers, but the UK i s i ts. 
chief market supplied for a large part with imported cars.Most of its[ 
UK factories are still unionised with what remains from the old'. 
professional unions:21,000 unskilled workers are aff iliated to T & at 
most of the professional are AEU members but all the electricians ar~ 
affiliated to EETPU.The Ford 'blue book ' 'recognise' 8 unions for alt 
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'In spite of a decade of legislation intended to make the labour 
market more flexible , in spite of the fall in the number of 
traditional Male jobs in manufacturing industry, the Ford pay talks 
have retained their old mystique', 
During the winter of discontent (1978-1979 )the class struggle had 
swept away the labour wage policy in a movement unified by the attempt 
at a national control of wage -rises,The subsequent conservative 
government taking the lesson of this disastrous period for British 
capitalism tried the opposite policy with the credo of .non 
intervention in the wage agreements which had te be di scussad at 
factory level ,The décentralisation of pay bargaining has long been a 
favourite theme of the government campaign to ensure that wages were 
more responsive to the labour market , The result was effectively an 
apparent division of class struggle as the workers had to fight 
locally and separately at factory or cornpany lèvel,But on the other 
hand , it was more difficult to keep a lid on wage inflation and to 
avoid a copy cat effect,So the new policy worked for a short time when 
redundanc ies or threa t of them were used as a pressure to ob l i•Je 
w,:irkers to ac cept lower wage ri ses, But qui ck ly , a 11 the agreements 
brought the rate of wage rise above the rate of inflation and the lack 
of skilled workers ( and even unskilled) 1 linked to the consequences 
,:,f the other restrictive aspects of governmnt policy,obliged most 
companies to give, even without open fight, individual or collective 
supplementary wages rises simply to keep their factory or office going 

Between 1979 and 1988 real earnings in the UK rose by 28% more than 
double the increase in Japan , West 6ermany or France ,The 
manufacturing 's share of fixed capital iormation fell from an already 
low share of 18% in 1979 to a mere 13t in 1988 even with an output per 
man rising at close St a year from 1981 .The wage increase was supposed 
according the governement policy t,:i be financed by an increased 
productivity : at the end of 1989 , the rate of manufacturing 
productivity increase slowed to 3): when the wage increase was about 
ID% , In october 89 a comnient stated that ' the bulk cf the increase 
income generated by higher productivity has accrued not to profits but 
to those lucky enough to remain employed whereupon it was promptly 
spent' ,This was a c lsar recognition of the balance of struggle with 
the workers having ta~:en during this period any opportunity to gel 
more money from their work even though they were subject to a lot of 
external and internal pressures and most of the time did not fight in 
open struggles for better wages , 
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But this question of an increase of wages higher than the inflation 
rate is only part of the problem ,If we consider the following chart 
•Jiving labour c,:ists in the nctor industry In the main car producing 
countries, we can see the the highest labour costs corresponds to the 
highest productivity,Ford can again give an exaMple : a study carried 
out at Ford in Cologne shows that cars are cheaper for the-company to 
pMduce in Germany than in France 01· Britain despite considerably 
lower wagjs in those two countries, · 

Motor industry labour costs 
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countries ,What is called here 'the Nissan factor ' C not only in the 
car industry ) brings ta the f,,refront consequences which wi 11 be 
determinant in future struggles ,On one hand the creation of only one 
k iad of proletarian t.1orker with the disappearance of all demarcati,:>ns 
between unskilled , semi skilled , professional , technicians and even 
white collars and of low management;on the other ~and a modernisation 
of the union structures not because of the diappearance of the 
professional unions but because of the new function of a modern union 
exactly adapted to the need of a modern factory and to its economical 
and technical dynaroics , 
-the internationalisation of the problems not because Ford is a 
multinational but because niodern capital is international and can 
deplace its site of exploitation ta where the prospects of profit are 
better:the firm strategy is elaborated accordin11 ta qui te a few · 
elements always mobile , aniong them on one hand the fii~ht with the 
other capitalist groups (sometimes identified with State conflictsl and 
the currencies movement, on the other hand the class struggle , 

We can get an example of what has just been written by considering only 
the car ~nd car components industry .In january 1987 a conflict broke 
out at the Caterpillar factory in IJddington near Glasgow in 
Scotland,This multinational has suddenly declared the factory will be 
closed soon ,some months only aftei• having anounced a plan for the 
extension of this factory ,lt is , they say , part of a world 
restructuring of the group: its 1,200 workers will be made redundant, 
buildings will be sold and the machinery , all the çocds w1ll be 
transfered to other european factories .Immediately , the workers 
,:iccupy the factory t.,, black the transfer :at the end M ma.l'ch , tney 
are 800 invo lvsd in this sit in , the white collars having accepted 
their redundancy Mney,To sh,,w what their fight aims at, thev oush 
ahead the building up of a symbolic 'white t1•actor ' for a ,jevel,:>pinq 
counti•y,They have te fight hard against the oppos it ion ,:>f the umon 
national bureaucracy:against a cour t iniunc t ion they dec ide with a 
small maJority ta go ahead with the sit-in till the end of april,Then a 
AEU bureaucrat Jimmy Airlie C ex-member of the CP and famous for having 
hroken in 1971 the Clyde shipyard strike with a 'w,J1'k in ') 
persuades them to leave the factory on the fake promise of some obscure 
and unreliable proxy ta buy the factory; some months later it is closed 
for ever ,lrJhat will appear in this strike, we shall find in oiher 
struggles: the up to the end resistance in a w1l,jcat str ike with 
strong financial Ioca l support(l.S.000 to 20.000 f will be collected 
each week>; nevertheless a complete isolation of the str1ke. the 
uncertainties about the activity of a multinational able to chan~e 1ts 
mind suddenly and t o novs elsewhere even when a hich rate ,::;f.fb:l:'d. 
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conflicts :no law has ever prevented a strike from extending when the 
co~ditions exist for such extension;it was not this law which prevented 
solidarity strikes but the new economit struci~res that capitalism and 
technical evolution imposed on firms for pressing ahead in world 
c,)mpetit.ion,Every production unit had to be considered as a separate 
unit even if it belongs to a firm with a lot of similar units in the 
same country o~ in the world,The new law was the consequence and the 
protection of this new situation and helped to reinforce these factory 
particularisms,A wave of strikes brought about by a strong real 
solidarity could only be supporte,j by the powerful unity of a common. 
imrnediate interest :such a situation does not exist presently , not 
because of the efficiency of the legal system but because the evolution 
of the restructuring of ail industries has not reproduced the 
conditions for such a unity,Another consequence of this evolution was 
to enlarge· the ,~ap between the social movement and the political and 
union movement which becomes more or less obsolete, 
In such a· complex situation every strike could appear is,)lated in a 
peculiar context because it has to deal with the specific situation of 
each factory even when looking for wage increase, this increase being 
always linked to the local specific improvement of productivity 
,Everywhere in every industry a con1mon effort asociales managers and 
union leaders in finding the specific peculiar criteria to adapt the 
labour relations to the new production techniques and to international 
ciJmpetition ,For a time , this policy , strongly helped by the 
internat iona l economic batkqround allowed all leaders te claim 
suc cesses, ihe 23 apr : 1 1987, the Employn1ent Secretary explaine,j at a 

. CBi meeting that U K had corne inti) a new éra of good labour 
relationship.To sanction his words , he could effectively quote a lot 
of example : for instance Vauxhall (General Motors) where the time lost 
in strike h3d fallen from 27i of working time in 1976 to It in 1986 . 

THE REiURN OF THE ENGLISH OISEASE:again wildcat strikes in numbers. 

More than the startina point of a wave of strikes , the Ford strike in 
19:33 ha's t,o be seen as the piling up of quite a few different elements 
developing separately 01· mixed up throughout the previous year in a 
number of canflicts not only in the car industry but in other branches 
too.These elements can be related to two main points which are at the 
center of the Fard strike: 
-a new dynamics t o keep on with the profits in high internatit:mal 
-competition.The opening of the borders to international trade had 
accele1·ated a pror.ess already more advanced than in other european 

.. 
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This fundamental question of productivity is closely linked with what 
the management calls 'working practices ' and eas years ago at the 
center of the discussions about the 'English disease'. The following 
charts casts more 1 ight upon the core of the prob lem of British 
productivity, 
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IS THE UNITED KINGDOM A DIFFERENT COUNTRY? 

In I979 an industrial relations officer discussing Hafewood could 
declare _that this place near Liverpool 111as 'a different country 
pooulated by cowbo_ys,,, a k ind of underdeveloped area , a part of 
Britain left behind in the second industrial revolution,,, Workers 
had lower material aspirations than their colleagues in Dagenham and 
rnucr1 hi,1her preference for leisure ', But was this true only for the 
Liverpool district? Was it not the same , with differences of course 
ail over the U K? 
According to another manager in the same Ford factory at Halewood, 
ten yeaPs later ' Halewood is a lot healthier than it was but it is 
still ML comp1etely fit ... labour at Halewood has not lost its 
ab1lity lo enter inta conflict with the employers , ,," 

In aar ch 30 a stu,jy concerning the building industry could give an 
ans~er ta both questions : 
-what are exactly these working practices which some sociologists also 
ca l l 'vork culture'? 
-ar e they 1 ini ted to s•Jme spec if ic branches of industry or to some 
loc a l l sat ions ? 
An An1er ic an bui l dinq fi rm managed the construction of ho almost 
ideniical plants for Eastman Kodak in Workinjjton (Wales) and in 
Columbia (Sovth Cal'olina >.The pi•oductivity in the American site 111as 
421 higher than that of the UK counterparts even if by British 
st andards , the Workington job was one of the best according to a 
rna11a9e;• : 'ii:ela.tions with the union 111ere excellent,, ,we have very fel/l 
1ndustr1al relations problems and quality of work was excellent ... ' 
'The IJS WOl'kers .were vidu.ally i.rnrking bell te bell,, ,Few people were 
seen to be st andinq arcund aimlessl'f ,lfathing was lost at meal •H 
break i:.imes, Tnei·e were M coffee breaks , a drink vhen needed being 
takan at the wQrkface .Lunch was taken during the half an heur break 
ai any sui t.abie rasting place , . , ' 
18r1tis~ eMoloyees . , ,lQst time at start and finish times and morning 
t ea 311,:1 lunch break, .. ,90% of the da·, 111as spent on productive activity 
in the US , E-0% in the UK., .~lelders for example went on strike for 
e19ht davs at ~•Hkingt,:rn afte1• one of their colleagues was given a 
f mal warninq for threatening behaviour to a superviser , , . 
Unit labowr costs were more or less the same on both sites in the US 
and UK and there was nQ sig111ficant differences in working time. 

·' 
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market ',Mainly workers were prevented from using their class 
solidarity and the 111ildcat strikes so they coule M longer disturb a 
capitalist organisation forcibly engaged fighting a fierce 
international competition,These laws did not aim to break union 
powers, as the political and union left pretended ,but on the contrary 
to reinforce them as organisation ruling the labour force.They 111ere 
practically compelled to impose on their members and on all 111orkers in 
general a discipline conforming to the present interests of the firms, 
i e the policy chosen at that very moment to try to increase the rate 
of profit.In cther 111ords • the Trade Union became a t•lol to directly 
repress the rank and file movement: the miners strike and the ·battle 
a round Wapping had shown that i t was not that easy for the unions to 
use this new pover but , with time it was working,Capital could 
believe that new fields were open with hope of an increased 
profitability . Yet it was clear that these 'victories' did not draw a 
pattern for the future and that class struggle could at any moment pull 
do111n a fragilely built structure,, 

The opening of the English market of capital and cûmmodities to 
international world capital had in1n1ediately produced some effects :a 
spectacular jump of unemployment <one million more for only 1980) and 
a much l•l111er inflation 111hen 10111 prices of t.he 111orld market 
prevailed,The pressure of unemployment and consuaer price stabiliiy 
allowed the lowering of labour cost,f1,:He than ever , wage r ises were 
linked to productivity increase but in a different 111ay :formerly it was 
a government policy 111ith the central control of wage rise ; now everv 
company 111as given the tools to impose such a policy at its own 
level.11anagement had ever more 'liberty' to be even more strict in 
pushing the balance of struggle towards its own side,The miners'strike 
and the conflict with the London press unions were good examples of the 
use of this 'freedom' 

The governement has moved the conflict between capital and labour onto 
the 'f ree mar~:et'. The advantage for cap1 tal and the g,:ivernn1ent was 
evident considering the forms of the class struggle .For a time thev 
were not exposed to a general action opposed to a national 1/lage oolicy 
but to separate conflicts arising from separate firms ,even fr,:im one 
factoi·y as in Leyland or one pit as with British Cca l ,A str ike wave 
was almost axc luded since the workers interests were not dealt with 
nationally nor even according to the branch of industry but at firm or 
even factory level: capital could even reinforce this peculiarity by 
usin•J jui·idical loophcres as did Murdoch in the conflict 1//ith News 
International.The new laws.forbidding solidarity strikes were commonly 
considered the main cause of the failure to spread the local or branch 
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cupboard ,The Ford strike filled the papers with recollections of the 
'winter of discontent '(78-79 ) when a Ford strike broke the dam. 
erected for years to stop the autonomous movement of struggle,The: 
overflow of strikes swept away the Labour-Trade Union partnership ;to · 
date ·it has not yet fully recovered its credibility about its ability ~ 
to manage the capitalist society i e to dominate workers through: 
methods other than a strict State control on wages .Nobody tried to \ 
recall that· in 1972-74 a conservative govjrnment -Heath's - was swept · 
away all the same and·with him the lndustrial Relation Act supposed all. 
the same to stop wildcat strikes.Yet , present class struggle -a· 
widespread general strike similar to the Ford or the dockers or miners 
strikes in the past or any other more insidious form of struggle- could 
~lace the Thatcher government in the same situation, 

The For~ strike, officially begins on the 8th february 88 and ends on 
the 21st wi th some management concessions(enough for the unions to 
c'iair11 a 'victory '): oiost of the restructuring in labour relations 
we1•e maintained. This strike was far from the 1978 Ford strike,Then 
wages were the focus point; the Labour government tried desperately to 
limit their increase imposing a minimum in what was called the "social 
pact' negociated with the Trade lJnion,For the first time wages were 
linked closely to productivity : the low ceiling of wage rise could be 
overtaken only if the productivity was increased. The united struggle 
spreading all around Ford was the reaction against this pressure on 
wages and consequently for years a lower standard of living.The strike 
was immediately a political strike not because the wo~kers were against 
the government, but their strike on wages was agaigst the policy aimed 
at the salvat ion of English indust r i a) capital:the direct management 
of essential industrial branches and. the strict control of the price of 
labour commodity were the credo of the Labour Party and of the Trade 
lJnion, 

The conser vat ive ·governments with Thatcher have follQwed the same 
policy since 1979 though with a different method and pushing ahead the. 
intei·ests cf international capital rather than of p1·operly British 
capital .Gettin·~ rid of all kinds ,:,f industrial pMtectit,nism, leaving 
the se c a l led rnternational 'oiarket laws' playing 111ithout restriction 
aimed only to bring pressure on the workers to oblige them to bending 
front of an increased exploitation (reduced wages and intensification 
of work ) and then attempting to increase the rate of profit , 
'Privatisations' and North Sea oil brought money for the State and so 
allowed a diminution •:>f the tax pressure on f irms directly increasing 
profits.Ail that was completed by new industrial laws aimed at allowing 
"'the same 'market laws' to play out their functions on the 'labour 
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So the comment incriminates the 'British 11ork culture ' adding that 
this situaticin was not at all unique in the UK and not limited to the 
construction industry ,To come back to the car industry it ,was 
revealed in october 1990 that Jaguar Ctaken over by Ford at the end of 
1989 ) was seeking to reform this 'shop floor culture ',Some examples 
were given , for instance that the employees stopped work after they 
had produced the specified number of cars in a day ',Ford's proposals 
for Jaguar were exactly the same it tried unsuccessfully to implement 
in the 1988 agreement and again in the 1990 agreement : removal of Job 
and union demarcations, take on individual responsibility for quality 
by seeking out and repairing faults, reduce unofficial work stoppages 
, , .If we consider that Jaguar vas part of the Leyland empire which vas 
subjec t about eight years ago te a drast i c res truc tur i nq wi th a 
strong manager Edwards ,we can ,~et some idea of the success of 
restructuring and of the size of class struggle in the UK .Considering 
the Jaguar -Ford proposals , a line worker judged them 'totally 
unreasonable' adding that 'Inspection is the job of inspectors , Mi 
us ; our job is to fit components'. 

• 

The conclusion about working practices can again be given to Ford.In a 
repor t leaked in June 901 Ford nianagement is highly critical tJf the 
performance in the past decade in Oagenham (supposed in 79 to have a 
better 'work culture' than.Halewood ):'By the late 801s Oagenham had 
become unreliable and at tin1es almost out of c,Jntrol .tont tnuous 
labour disruption , poor quality and adverse cast performances .. ,",So 
class struggle is still at work with more or less the sanie f orns as 
ten years ago and it has without doubt contributed a lot to the 
present state of affair of the British capitalism . It raises all the 
same the quas t ion of a poli tical change to try to iml)•Jse on the 
workers at first a new limitation of wage rise and , again with tne 
pressure of unemployn1ent ,a new screwin,3 on 'w,nkin,3 practices ',No 
doubt that ,if the government and capital try to go that way at once 
as apparently they prcc la ie it I stru,nles will net stay at the ra11k 
and file and factory level but will take a more general stance with 
political consequences , 

H,S, 10/88 and 10/90 
(the compleme~ts to the original text were written before the fall of 
Thatcher,whiih of course could be directly related to the situation we 
have described; it 11ill be the subject of another text) 
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======================================================================= 
This ·issue n' 59 must take place after the issue n•ss and is the 
missing link in the English edition; it · is the translation of an 
article on the Ford strike published in French two years ago ,We have 
added some complements to put this translation up to date 

STRIKES IN THE CAR INDUSTRY I9S7-I990, 
Internationalisation 
of Capital , of Industrial Relations and of Class Struggle, .---- ··-------1. 

A WEALTH OF CONTRADICTIONS 

After the long miners strike Cmarch 84-march 85 )(1) ,after the equally 
long fight around Wappin,1 during the struggle with the press group 
Murdoch-News International-(2) C janvier 86-janvier 87 ) , f inanc ial 
capital found the same conservative clan winning the elections again 
( june 87) : it could hope to have the free tiand it had already had 
foi• eight years to eliminate what it h,,ught to be the last ·traces of 
the 'English disease ',(3) 

End of sumn1er 87 brought a cold wind on this triomphalism:a sl,,111 
rebirth of strikes , even of wildcat strikes and some big cont l ic ts 
during the winter 87-88 pushed the 111ildcat strikes ghàst out of the 
----------------------------------- 
(l)on the nliners'strike :'To the bitter end 'Grève des mineurs en 
Grande BretagneCmars 84-mars 85 )'-H.Simon -Acratie (in French) and 
articles in most of the Echanges issues between n• 40 and 50 
(2)see all issues of Echanges in 86 ans S7 , the collection of Picket 
and the pamphlet Paper Boy (review in Echanges n• 53) 
(3)Lutte d~ classe autonome en Grande Bretagne -C.BrendeJ-Echanges 


